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Species/Segment  Units  Bookend  Full Tracing 
Bovine 
  Dairy Cow  ($/cow)  $2.468  $3.433 
  Beef Cow  ($/cow)  $3.919  $4.220 
  Backgrounding  ($/hd sold)  $0.233  $0.710 
  Feedlot  ($/hd sold)  $0.204  $0.509 
  Auction Markets  ($/hd sold)  $0.000  $0.230 
  Beef Packers  ($/hd sold)  $0.099  $0.099 
Porcine 
  Farrow‐to‐Wean  ($/hd sold)  $0.010  $0.025 
  Farrow‐to‐Feeder  ($/hd sold)  $0.010  $0.028 
  Farrow‐to‐Finish  ($/hd sold)  $0.031  $0.126 
  Wean‐to‐Feeder  ($/hd sold)  $0.000  $0.007 
  Feeder‐to‐Finish  ($/hd sold)  $0.002  $0.012 
  Packers  ($/hd sold)  $0.001  $0.001 
Ovine 
  All operations  ($/hd sold)  $0.709  $1.065 
Poultry 
  Layers  ($/hd sold)  $0.019  $0.019 
  Broilers  ($/hd sold)  $0.001  $0.001 
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Rate  0%  10%  25%  50% 
($/head sold) 
30%  ­$3.72  $3.59  $14.53  $32.74 
50%  ‐$5.62  $1.70  $12.63  $30.85 
70%  ‐$8.99  ‐$1.68  $9.26  $27.47 



































































































































































































































1 As of the publication date of this report, the most recent version of the Business Plan to 










































































































































PREFACE  TO  DIRECT  COST  ESTIMATION    
 
















































4.    DIRECT  COST  ESTIMATES:  BOVINE 
 



























































4.1    BEEF  COW/CALF   




























































































































































































Estimated price plus one standard error of regression
Model-estimated price
Estimated price minus one standard error of regression
16   
 



































































































2 While the seller might actually incur a higher cost than this, the buyer would receive a 
benefit associated with compensatory gain and thus the 25% reflects a net loss to the 
industry due to tagging.  The 25% is generally consistent with the consensus of an 








































































3 We believe that smaller operations tend to sell a larger percentage of their cattle through 
auction markets compared to larger operations.  However, information substantiating this 











A.  Any cattle or calves  32.9% 48.7%  63.2% 74.5%  38.7% 
Number of cattle and calves brought onto the operation in 1996 as a percent of January 1, 1997, total inventory by herd size: 
B.  Cattle and calves  36.8% 27.9%  24.8% 15.0%  26.6% 
Calculated Cattle Buying Operations by Size in 2007 
C.  Number of beef cows, 2007  9,174,406 6,160,432  12,817,672 4,968,090  33,120,600 
D.  New cattle in herd (B × C)  3,376,181 1,718,760  3,178,783 745,214  9,018,938 
E.  Number of cattle operations, 2007  585,050 94,490  72,855 5,505  757,900 
F.  Number of cattle buying operations (A × E)  192,481 46,017  46,044 4,101  293,307 
G.  Cattle bought per year per operation (D / E)1  5.8 18.2  43.6 135.4  11.9 















































































4  The states with brand inspection rates used for this analysis are the following:  CA, CO, 












































































































































































































   1‐49  50‐99  100‐499  500‐999  1000‐1999 
2000‐
4999  5,000+ 
Total annual cost, $/operation  $80  $215  $529   $1,655  $3,019  $6,350  $19,418 
Total annual cost, $/head sold  $5.95  $3.83  $3.50   $3.04  $2.97  $2.94  $2.88 
Total annual cost, $/cow  $5.12  $3.30  $3.01   $2.61  $2.55  $2.53  $2.48 
Total number of operations  228,755  58,867  50,889   2,985  700  207  39 






   1‐49  100‐499  500‐999  1000‐1999  2000‐4999  5,000+  5,000+ 
Total annual cost, $/operation  $97  $340  $883   $3,022  $5,585  $11,792  $36,605 
Total annual cost, $/head sold  $7.17  $6.07  $5.83   $5.55  $5.49  $5.46  $5.44 
Total annual cost, $/cow  $6.16  $5.22  $5.02   $4.77  $4.72  $4.69  $4.68 
Total number of operations  356,295  35,623  21,966   1,195  280  83  16 









4.2    DAIRY  










































Average herd size, head







































































5 It is recognized that not all dairies currently using electronic ID use RFID tags as the 
identification method.  However, because RFID tags are generally less expensive than 
some of the alternative electronic identification methods being used (e.g., electronic 
collars), moving to the RFID tag technology actually represents a cost savings to these 
dairies.  Because we did not allow for a reduction in costs with the adoption of RFID, this 



















































































































































   1‐49  50‐99  100‐199  200‐499  500‐999  1,000‐1,999  2000+ 
Average cattle bought, head  2.9 9.5 19.3  43.9 134.4 264.2 709.6
Animals sold through auction, %1  69.6% 69.6% 69.6%  69.6% 69.6% 69.6% 69.6%
Average non‐auction cattle bought, head  0.9 2.9 5.9  13.4 40.9 80.3 215.7
Heifers moved to new premises, head  9.6 31.9 62.5  142.3 319.8 628.8 1688.8
Average reads per heifer  2.3 2.3 2.3  2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
Total reads of replacement heifers  22.3 73.9 144.7  329.4 740.4 1455.8 3909.5
Non‐auction cattle reads  23.2 76.8 150.6  342.8 781.3 1536.1 4125.2
Misread percentage  2.8% 2.8% 2.8%  2.8% 2.8% 2.8% 2.8%
Total animals misread  0.6 2.1 4.2  9.5 21.6 42.5 114.3












































   1‐49  50‐99  100‐199  200‐499  500‐999  1,000‐1,999  2000+ 
Total annual cost, $/operation  $118  $292  $525   $1,116  $2,126  $3,687  $9,007 
Total annual cost, $/head sold  $10.01  $7.44  $7.23   $6.76  $5.85  $5.16  $4.70 
Total annual cost, $/cow  $5.84  $4.34  $3.99   $3.72  $3.16  $2.78  $2.53 
Total number of operations  28,921  18,148  8,066   3,940  1,471  796  515 






   1‐49  50‐99  100‐199  200‐499  500‐999  1,000‐1,999  2,000+ 
Total annual cost, $/operation  $107  $306  $548  $1,216  $2,425  $4,237  $10,577 
Total annual cost, $/head sold  $9.05  $7.80  $7.55  $7.36  $6.68  $5.93  $5.52 
Total annual cost, $/cow  $5.28  $4.55  $4.16  $4.06  $3.60  $3.20  $2.97 
Total number of operations  4,514  2,832  1,259  615  230  124  80 










4.3    BACKGROUNDING  (STOCKERS)  






































Average herd size, head



































6 Because some of the operations in this residual value might actually be something other than 
backgrounding or stocker operations (e.g., cow/calf and feedlot), the estimated number of 
backgrounding operations is inflated relative to the actual number of operations.  However, this 
also would imply that the number of other operations (e.g., cow/calf and feedlot) is under-











































































































































































































   31 104 345  496 722 1,453 2,963
Total annual cost, $/operation  $51  $104  $250   $335  $502  $931  $1,648 
Total annual cost, $/head sold  $1.70  $1.01  $0.73   $0.68  $0.70  $0.65  $0.56 
Total annual cost, $/head purchased $1.67  $1.00  $0.72   $0.68  $0.69  $0.64  $0.56 
Total number of operations  21,438  11,334  6,333   4,333  3,329  2,316  1,787 











4.4    FEEDLOTS  























































































































































































































































Total annual cost, $/operation  $61  $670  $1,583  $2,736   $5,805  $9,701  $14,058  $18,706  $36,216  
Total annual cost, $/head sold  $1.37  $0.68  $0.63  $0.47   $0.41  $0.34  $0.33  $0.30  $0.30  
Total annual cost, $/head purchased  $1.36  $0.67  $0.62  $0.46   $0.40  $0.34  $0.32  $0.29  $0.30  
Total number of operations  85,000  809  564  343   182  78  55  71  58  


















































































Market volume, thousand head
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Annual cattle read with system
63   
 





















































































































1,000-4,999 5,000-9,999 10,000-24,999 25,000-49,999 50,000+







































Plant size, annual head slaughtered































Plant size, annual head slaughtered























Plant size, annual head slaughtered











4.7    CATTLE  INDUSTRY  SUMMARY  
 












































































   Beef Cow/Calf Dairy Background Feedlot Auction Yards Packers
Industry
Total 
% of Animals  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Number of Operations  757,900 71,510 50,870 87,160 1,050 318 967,440
Average Inventory  33,120,600 9,158,000 17,229,903 26,964,948 38,128,769 35,017,500 100,953,011
Total Annual Cost, $  $139,764,146  $31,437,688  $12,072,978  $13,562,885  $8,765,395  $3,467,081  $209,070,173 
Cost Per Animal in Inv.  $4.22  $3.43  $0.70  $0.50  $0.23  $0.10  $2.07 
Cost Per Animal Marketed  $4.91  $6.21  $0.71  $0.51  $0.23  $0.10  $5.97 







Beef Cow/Calf  Dairy  Background  Feedlot  Auction Yards  Packers 
Industry 
Total 
Breakdown of Costs ($)                      
Tags and Tagging Cost  $126,277,143   $22,287,953   $3,722,199   $5,038,490   $0  $0  $157,325,784  
RFID Tag  $77,109,181  $17,953,248  $1,090,262  $1,474,334      $97,627,025  
Applicator  $5,427,448  $1,041,849  $1,180,971  $1,267,772      $8,918,038  
Labor  $3,001,888  $829,613  $581,894  $916,294      $5,329,689  
Chute  $29,826,991  $2,073,135  $425,148  $666,169      $32,991,443  
Shrink  $8,652,018  $145,099  $318,047  $516,229      $9,631,394  
Injury  $2,259,617  $245,009  $125,878  $197,691      $2,828,195  
Reading Costs  $9,971,412   $8,831,629   $8,114,813   $8,120,096   $8,765,395  $3,467,081  $47,270,426  
RFID Capital  $7,520,444  $6,566,466  $5,172,111  $4,137,436     
Labor/Chute  $1,985,228  $2,029,050  $1,703,611  $2,757,631     
Shrink/Injury  $465,741  $236,113  $1,239,091  $1,225,028     
Premises Registration  $3,515,591   $318,106   $235,965   $404,300   $0   $0  $4,473,962  
TOTAL  $139,764,146   $31,437,688   $12,072,978   $13,562,885   $8,765,395   $3,467,081   $209,070,173  
Breakdown of Costs (%)                      
Tags and Tagging Cost  90.4%  70.9%  30.8%  37.1%  0.0%  0.0%  75.3% 
RFID Tag  55.2% 57.1% 9.0% 10.9% 46.7% 
Applicator  3.9% 3.3% 9.8% 9.3% 4.3% 
Labor  2.1% 2.6% 4.8% 6.8% 2.5% 
Chute  21.3% 6.6% 3.5% 4.9% 15.8% 
Shrink  6.2% 0.5% 2.6% 3.8% 4.6% 
Injury  1.6% 0.8% 1.0% 1.5% 1.4% 
Reading Costs  7.1%  28.1%  67.2%  59.9%  100.0%  100.0%  22.6% 
RFID Capital  5.4% 20.9% 42.8% 30.5%
Labor/Chute  1.4% 6.5% 14.1% 20.3%
Shrink/Injury  0.3% 0.8% 10.3% 9.0%
Premises Registration  2.5%  1.0%  2.0%  3.0%  0.0%   0.0%  2.1% 





Scenario #1 ­­ Premises Registration Only            
Premises Adoption Uniformly  Lowest cost
Industry Sector  Registration    rate  adopted  adopted first
Beef cow/calf  $3,515,591  10% $449,391   $17,923 
Dairy  $331,706  20% $898,782   $78,209 
Background  $235,965  30% $1,348,173   $171,464 
Feedlot  $404,300  40% $1,797,564   $269,120 
Auction yards  $4,871  50% $2,246,955   $369,892 
Packers  $1,477  60% $2,696,346   $576,690 
TOTAL COST  $4,493,910  70% $3,145,737   $853,119 
80% $3,595,128   $1,724,410 
90% $4,044,519   $2,915,856 
          100% $4,493,910   $4,493,910 
Scenario #2 ­­ Bookend Animal ID System             
Book End Adoption Uniformly  Lowest cost
Industry Sector  Cost    rate  adopted  adopted first
Beef cow/calf  $129,792,734  10%  $16,526,259   $11,042,459 
Dairy  $22,601,817  20%  $33,052,517   $23,173,569 
Background  $3,958,165  30% $49,578,776   $35,408,252
Feedlot  $5,442,789  40% $66,105,034   $47,857,435 
Auction yards  $0  50% $82,631,293   $61,313,638 
Packers  $3,467,081  60% $99,157,551   $79,128,199 
TOTAL COST  $165,262,586  70%  $115,683,810   $98,289,501 
80%  $132,210,068   $118,145,015 
90%  $148,736,327   $140,285,046 
           100%  $165,262,586   $165,262,586 
Scenario #3 ­­ Full Traceability Animal ID System          
Traceability Adoption Uniformly  Lowest cost
Industry Sector  Cost    rate  adopted  adopted first
Beef cow/calf  $139,764,146  10%  $20,907,017   $13,269,613 
Dairy  $31,437,688  20% $41,814,035   $28,030,002 
Background  $12,072,978  30%  $62,721,052   $43,179,355 
Feedlot  $13,562,885  40%  $83,628,069   $58,940,210 
Auction yards  $8,765,395  50% $104,535,087   $76,084,734 
Packers  $3,467,081  60% $125,442,104   $98,847,876 
TOTAL COST  $209,070,173  70% $146,349,121   $122,563,473 
80% $167,256,139   $147,191,641 
90%  $188,163,156   $175,868,526 




5.    DIRECT  COST  ESTIMATES:  PORCINE 
 













































5.1    SWINE  OPERATIONS  
 
























































7 This approach does not explicitly account for pigs (weaners, feeders, and market) that 
are imported from Canada.  However, because we worked from total marketings in 2007 
we have implicitly captured the Canadian pigs, but we have possibly over estimated the 
costs to U.S. swine producers (i.e., some of the data recording and reporting costs would 






































8 USDA NASS reports an inventory number for all breeding hogs, but does not report 



































9 Sows farrowing as a group were calculated as 18.3% of total sow inventory 
(Dhuyvetter, Tokach, and Dritz, 2007). The maximum group size was set at 1,200 head 
as this coincides with the size of many nursery and finishing buildings and it was 





Size of operation  Small Medium Large  All
  (number of sows)  < 250  250‐499  500+  sites 
Breeding age female death loss, % 2.5% 2.4% 5.0%  4.7%
Preweaning pig death loss, %  8.8%  12.2%  13.2%  12.9% 
Feeding 
Size of operation  Small Medium Large  All
  (number of sows)  < 2,000  2,000‐4,999  5,000+  sites 
Death loss in nursery, %  3.4% 4.1% 4.0%  3.9%











   < 500  500‐1999  2000‐4999  5000+  Total/Avg 
Farrow­to­Wean 
Number of operations  299 3,348 1,435 897  5,979
Average breeding herd inventory  20.5 184.5 676.6 1,845.7  3,249,807
Average inventory before death loss  55.0 494.7 2,007.6 5,476.6  9,464,705
Pigs/litter  9.2 9.2 10.3 10.3  10.2
Average farrowings/sow/year 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96  1.96
Total farrowings/year  39.1 352.0 1,290.5 3,520.6  6,199,087
Weaned pigs sold  361.3 3,251.4 13,308.2 36,305.1  62,647,364
Total pigs sold (including breeding stock)  371.4 3,342.2 13,772.4 37,571.3  64,755,701
Farrow­to­Feeder 
Number of operations  1,805 1,418 387 688  4,297
Average breeding herd inventory  20.5 143.5 615.0 1,668.7  1,625,665
Average inventory before death loss  72.2 505.4 2,430.0 6,593.0  6,319,749
Pigs/litter  9.2 9.2 10.3 10.3  10.2
Average farrowings/sow/year 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96  1.96
Total farrowings/year  39.1 273.8 1,173.2 3,183.1  3,100,997
Feeder pigs sold  349.0 2,442.9 11,602.3 31,511.4  30,246,388
Total pigs sold (including breeding stock)  359.1 2,513.5 12,024.3 32,656.2  31,314,955
Farrow­to­Finish 
Number of operations  8,605 6,761 3,073 2,049  20,489
Average breeding herd inventory  10.3 41.0 123.0 242.1  1,239,516
Average inventory before death loss  91.9 367.6 1,102.8 2,170.4  11,112,720
Pigs/litter  9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2  9.2
Average farrowings/sow/year 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96  1.96
Total farrowings/year  19.6 78.2 234.6 461.8  2,364,409
Market hogs sold  167.0 668.0 1,979.0 3,775.8  19,771,901
Total pigs sold (including breeding stock)  172.0 688.1 2,039.5 3,894.9  20,381,497
Wean­to­Feeder 
Number of operations  262 1,046 2,302 1,622  5,231
Average inventory before death loss  108.9 522.7 1,519.2 3,081.0  9,068,570
Weaned pigs purchased  750.0 3,600.0 10,500.0 21,284.0  62,647,364
Feeder pigs sold  724.5 3,477.6 10,069.5 20,432.7  60,141,077
Feeder­to­Finish 
Number of operations  3,557 10,079 10,079 5,929  29,644
Average inventory before death loss  31.8 238.3 792.2 3,026.2  28,440,684
Feeder pigs purchased  100.0 750.0 2,500.0 9,698.9  90,614,814






   < 500  500‐1999  2000‐4999  5000+  Total/Avg 
Farrow­to­Wean 
Cull sows sold, head  8.5 76.3 411.3 1,122.1  1,854,676
Cull boars sold, head  1.6 14.4 52.8 144.1  253,661
Total visual premises tags required  10.1 90.7 464.1 1,266.2  2,108,337
Weaned pigs sold  361 3,251 13,308 36,305  62,647,364
Average lot size, head  33.9 304.9 1,200.0 1,200.0  465.4
Number of lots sold per year  12.7 17.2 24.1 43.3  134,613
Farrow­to­Feeder 
Cull sows sold, head  8.5 59.4 373.9 1,014.6  941,677
Cull boars sold, head  1.6 11.2 48.0 130.2  126,890
Total visual premises tags required  10.1 70.6 422.0 1,144.8  1,068,567
Feeder pigs sold  349 2,443 11,602 31,511  30,246,388
Average lot size, head  33.9 237.1 1,134.3 1,200.0  385.5
Number of lots sold per year  12.3 14.3 23.2 39.3  78,462
Farrow­to­Finish 
Cull sows sold, head  4.2 17.0 50.9 100.2  512,846
Cull boars sold, head  0.8 3.2 9.6 18.9  96,749
Total visual premises tags required  5.0 20.2 60.5 119.1  609,596
Market hogs sold  167 668 1,979 3,776  19,771,901
Average lot size, head  16.9 67.7 203.2 400.0  76.9
Number of lots sold per year  11.9 11.9 13.7 15.9  257,131
Wean­to­Feeder 
Feeder pigs sold, head  725 3,478 10,070 20,433  60,141,077
Average lot size, head  109 523 1,200 1,200  1,081
Number of lots sold per year  6.7 6.7 8.4 17.0  55,628
Feeder­to­Finish 
Market hogs sold, head  96 718 2,380 8,942  84,579,799
Average lot size, head  32 238 792 1,200  732





TAGS AND TAGGING COSTS 



































































Total tags placed  10.1 90.7 464.1  1,266.2 2,108,337
Tag cost, $/tag  $0.75 $0.75 $0.17  $0.17 $0.29
Annual tag cost, $/operation  $7.58 $68.21 $79.41  $216.65 $615,910
Annual cost of tag applicators  $5.59 $5.59 $0.00  $0.00 $20,389
Setup time for tagging, minutes  15.00 15.00 15.00  15.00 89,679
Time to tag, minutes/animal  1.00 1.00 1.00  1.00 5,979
Total time to tag, hours  0.42 1.52 7.11  18.95 32,414
Total labor cost, $/operation  $4.10 $14.92 $69.64  $185.73 $317,656
Total injury cost, $/operation  $0.41 $1.49 $6.96  $18.57 $31,766
Operations that currently tag, %  0.0% 0.0% 100.0%  100.0%
Total tagging labor cost, $/operation  $4.54 $16.52 $0.00  $0.00 $56,656
Total costs associated with tags, $/operation  $17.71 $90.32 $79.41  $216.65 $692,955
Total costs associated with tags, $/pig sold  $0.048 $0.027 $0.006  $0.006 $0.011
Farrow­to­Feeder 
Total tags placed  10.1 70.6 422.0  1,144.8 1,068,567
Tag cost, $/tag  $0.75 $0.75 $0.17  $0.17 $0.24
Annual tag cost, $/operation  $7.58 $53.05 $72.20  $195.87 $251,500
Annual cost of tag applicators  $5.59 $5.59 $0.00  $0.00 $18,018
Setup time for tagging, minutes  15.00 15.00 15.00  15.00 64,457
Time to tag, minutes/animal  1.00 1.00 1.00  1.00 4,297
Total time to tag, hours  0.39 1.24 6.48  17.16 16,769
Total labor cost, $/operation  $3.84 $12.15 $63.53  $168.16 $164,335.3
Total injury cost, $/operation  $0.38 $1.21 $6.35  $16.82 $16,434
Operations that currently tag, %  0.0% 0.0% 100.0%  100.0%
Total tagging labor cost, $/operation  $4.25 $13.45 $0.00  $0.00 $26,736
Total costs associated with tags, $/operation  $17.42 $72.09 $72.20  $195.87 $296,253
Total costs associated with tags, $/pig sold  $0.049 $0.029 $0.006  $0.006 $0.009
Farrow­to­Finish 
Total tags placed  5.0 20.2 60.5  119.1 609,596
Tag cost, $/tag  $0.75 $0.75 $0.75  $0.17 $0.52
Annual tag cost, $/operation  $3.79 $15.16 $45.47  $20.37 $316,589
Annual cost of tag applicators  $5.59 $5.59 $5.59  $0.00 $103,094
Setup time for tagging, minutes  15.00 15.00 15.00  15.00 307,337
Time to tag, minutes/animal  1.00 1.00 1.00  1.00 20,489
Total time to tag, hours  0.32 0.53 1.10  1.92 13,670
Total labor cost, $/operation  $3.14 $5.22 $10.76  $18.81 $133,963.3
Total injury cost, $/operation  $0.31 $0.52 $1.08  $1.88 $13,396
Operations that currently tag, %  0.0% 0.0% 0.0%  100.0% 0.0%
Total tagging labor cost, $/operation  $3.48 $5.78 $11.92  $0.00 $105,644
Total costs associated with tags, $/operation  $12.86 $26.53 $62.98  $20.37 $525,327


























































































































































































10 No attempt was made to differentiate costs between operations that own swine versus 
contract operations.  To the extent that contract operations are not responsible for data 
recording and reporting (i.e., this would likely be done by the owner of the pigs) our total 










   < 500 500‐1999 2000‐4999  5000+
Data accumulator (computer) 
Initial investment, $/operation  $692 $692 $692  $692
Ownership adjustment, %  12.0% 48.7% 70.7%  92.7%
Adjusted investment, $/operation  $609 $355 $203  $51
Annual cost, $/operation  $183 $107 $61  $15
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50%  50%
Annual cost, $/operation  $91 $53 $30  $8
Software 
Initial investment, $/operation  $400 $400 $400  $400
Ownership adjustment, %  12.0% 48.7% 70.7%  92.7%
Adjusted investment, $/operation  $352 $205 $117  $29
Annual cost, $/operation  $106 $62 $35  $9
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50%  50%
Annual cost, $/operation  $53 $31 $18  $4
Internet 
Annual cost  $600 $600 $600  $600
Ownership adjustment, %  12.0% 48.7% 70.7%  92.7%
Adjusted annual cost, $/operation  $569 $332 $189  $47
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50%  50%
Annual cost, $/operation  $284 $166 $95  $24
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $250 $143  $36
Premises registration 







   < 500 500‐1999 2000‐4999  5000+
Cost, $/lot 
Printing cost  $0.24 $0.24 $0.24  $0.24
Data storage cost  $0.09 $0.09 $0.09  $0.09
Clerical labor  $3.93 $3.93 $3.93  $3.93
Total variable data cost, $/lot  $4.26 $4.26 $4.26  $4.26
Farrow­to­Wean 
Number of lots sold per year  12.7 17.2 24.1  43.3
Variable data cost, $/operation  $54 $73 $103  $184
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $250 $143  $36
Total data cost, $/operation  $483 $323 $245  $220
Total data cost, $/lot*  $38.11 $18.82 $10.19  $5.08
Farrow­to­Feeder 
Number of lots sold per year  12.3 14.3 23.2  39.3
Variable data cost, $/operation  $52 $61 $99  $167
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $250 $143  $36
Total data cost, $/operation  $481 $311 $242  $203
Total data cost, $/lot  $39.11 $21.74 $10.41  $5.17
Farrow­to­Finish 
Number of lots sold per year  11.9 11.9 13.7  15.9
Variable data cost, $/operation  $51 $51 $59  $68
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $250 $143  $36
Total data cost, $/operation  $479 $300 $201  $103
Total data cost, $/lot  $40.41 $25.34 $14.65  $6.49
Wean­to­Feeder 
Number of lots sold per year  6.7 6.7 8.4  17.0
Variable data cost, $/operation  $28 $28 $36  $73
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $250 $143  $36
Total data cost, $/operation  $457 $278 $179  $108
Total data cost, $/lot  $68.71 $41.83 $21.27  $6.35
Feeder­to­Finish 
Number of lots sold per year  3.0 3.0 3.0  7.5
Variable data cost, $/operation  $13 $13 $13  $32
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $250 $143  $36
Total data cost, $/operation  $442 $263 $156  $67







   < 500  500‐1999  2000‐4999  5000+  Total/Avg 
Farrow­to­Wean 
Number of lots sold per year  12.7 17.2 24.1 43.3  134,613
Number of pigs sold per year  371 3,342 13,772 37,571  64,755,701
Tag‐related costs (table 5.4)  $18 $90 $79 $217  $615,910
Data‐related costs*  $94 $127 $178 $220  $905,444
Premises registration costs  $5 $5 $5 $5  $27,732
Total cost, $/operation  $116 $222 $262 $441  $1,549,086
Total cost, $/pigs sold  $0.31 $0.07 $0.02 $0.01  $0.02
Farrow­to­Feeder 
Number of lots sold per year  12.3 14.3 23.2 39.3  78,462
Number of pigs sold per year  349 2,443 11,602 31,511  30,246,388
Tag‐related costs (table 5.4)  $17 $72 $72 $196  $296,253
Data‐related costs*  $91 $106 $172 $203  $519,906
Premises registration costs  $5 $5 $5 $5  $19,933
Total cost, $/operation  $113 $182 $249 $403  $836,092
Total cost, $/pigs sold  $0.32 $0.07 $0.02 $0.01  $0.03
Farrow­to­Finish 
Number of lots sold per year  11.9 11.9 13.7 15.9  257,131
Number of pigs sold per year  167 668 1,979 3,776  19,771,901
Tag‐related costs (table 5.4)  $13 $27 $63 $20  $525,327
Data‐related costs*  $88 $88 $102 $103  $1,871,146
Premises registration costs  $5 $5 $5 $5  $95,041
Total cost, $/operation  $105 $119 $169 $129  $2,491,514
Total cost, $/pigs sold  $0.63 $0.18 $0.09 $0.03  $0.13
Wean­to­Feeder 
Number of lots sold per year  6.7 6.7 8.4 17.0  55,628
Number of pigs sold per year  725 3,478 10,070 20,433  60,141,077
Tag‐related costs (table 5.4)  $0 $0 $0 $0  $0
Data‐related costs*  $49 $49 $62 $108  $382,420
Premises registration costs  $5 $5 $5 $5  $24,266
Total cost, $/operation  $54 $54 $67 $113  $406,686
Total cost, $/pigs sold  $0.07 $0.02 $0.01 $0.01  $0.01
Feeder­to­Finish 
Number of lots sold per year  3.0 3.0 3.0 7.5  115,537
Number of pigs sold per year  96 718 2,380 8,942  84,579,799
Tag‐related costs (table 5.4)  $0 $0 $0 $0  $0
Data‐related costs*  $22 $22 $22 $55  $853,949
Premises registration costs  $5 $5 $5 $5  $137,506
Total cost, $/operation  $27 $27 $27 $60  $991,455

































































5.2    PACKERS  
 


























































































5.3    SWINE  INDUSTRY  SUMMARY  
 




























































































Total Operations  5,979 4,297 20,489 5,231 29,644 168 65,640 
Pigs sold per year  64,755,701 31,314,955 20,381,497 60,141,077 84,579,799 109,171,600 109,171,600 
                 
Breakdown of costs ($)                
Tagging cost  $615,910 $296,253 $525,327 $0 $0   $1,437,491 
Recording/reporting cost  $905,444 $519,906 $1,871,146 $382,420 $853,949 $147,489 $4,680,355 
Premises registration  $27,732 $19,933 $95,041 $24,266 $137,506   $304,477 
Total Annualized Cost  $1,549,086 $836,092 $2,491,514 $406,686 $991,455 $147,489 $6,422,323 
     
Breakdown of costs (%)                
Tagging cost  39.8% 35.4% 21.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 22.4% 
Recording/reporting cost  58.5% 62.2% 75.1% 94.0% 86.1% 100.0% 72.9% 
Premises registration  1.8% 2.4% 3.8% 6.0% 13.9% 0.0% 4.7% 
Total Annualized Cost  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 







Scenario #1 ­­ Premises Registration Only          
Premises  Adoption Uniformly  Lowest cost
Industry Segment  Registration       rate  adopted  adopted first
Farrow‐to‐Wean  $27,732 10% $30,526  $18,638
Farrow‐to‐Feeder  $19,933 20% $61,052  $38,153
Farrow‐to‐Finish  $95,041 30% $91,578  $58,248
Wean‐to‐Feeder  $24,266 40% $122,103  $82,833
Feeder‐to‐Finish  $137,506 50% $152,629  $116,895
Packers  $781 60% $183,155  $153,609
TOTAL COST  $305,259 70% $213,681  $190,792
80% $244,207  $228,349
90% $274,733  $266,447
         100% $305,259  $305,259
Scenario #2 ­­ Bookend Animal ID System             
Book End Adoption Uniformly  Lowest cost
Industry Segment  Cost      rate  adopted  adopted first
Farrow‐to‐Wean  $643,642 10%  $188,946  $115,895
Farrow‐to‐Feeder  $316,186 20%  $377,891  $238,321
Farrow‐to‐Finish  $620,368 30%  $566,837  $366,074
Wean‐to‐Feeder  $24,266 40%  $755,783  $524,582
Feeder‐to‐Finish  $137,506 50%  $944,729  $707,976
Packers  $147,489 60%  $1,133,674  $915,093
TOTAL COST  $1,889,457 70%  $1,322,620  $1,132,818
80%  $1,511,566  $1,351,754
90%  $1,700,512  $1,609,870
          100%  $1,889,457  $1,889,457
Scenario #3 ­­ Full Traceability Animal ID System         
Traceability Adoption Uniformly  Lowest cost
Industry Segment  Cost      rate  adopted  adopted first
Farrow‐to‐Wean  $1,549,086 10%  $642,232  $556,877
Farrow‐to‐Feeder  $836,092 20%  $1,284,465  $1,132,810
Farrow‐to‐Finish  $2,491,514 30%  $1,926,697  $1,715,790
Wean‐to‐Feeder  $406,686 40%  $2,568,929  $2,315,409
Feeder‐to‐Finish  $991,455 50%  $3,211,162  $2,925,519
Packers  $147,489 60%  $3,853,394  $3,572,658
TOTAL COST  $6,422,323  70%  $4,495,626  $4,249,410
80%  $5,137,859  $4,936,530
90%  $5,780,091  $5,668,691






































6.1    OPERATION  DISTRIBUTIONS  
 














































   <100 100‐499 500‐4,999 5,000+  Total/Avg
Number of operations  64,202 5,294 1,024 71  70,590
Average sheep and lamb inventory, head  28.6 274.2 1,960.5 12,357.9  6,165,000
Total breeding herd inventory, head  21.4 205.1 1,466.0 9,240.9  4,610,000
Breeding ewes, head  17.1 164.4 1,175.4 7,408.8  3,696,000
Rams, head  0.9 8.7 62.0 390.9  195,000
Lamb crop before death loss, head  18.8  180.2  1,287.9  8,118.4  4,050,000 
Ewe lambs retained or bought, head  4.3 40.9 292.1 1,841.5  918,651
Rams held back for replacement  0.3 2.8 19.8 124.9  62,287
Pre‐weaning lamb death loss  1.8 16.9 121.1 763.1  380,700
Market lambs sold at weaning  12.5 119.6 854.9 5,388.9  2,688,362
Post‐weaning lamb death loss  0.2 2.1 14.7 92.7  46,239
Market lambs sold for slaughter  12.2 117.5 840.2 5,296.2  2,642,123
Total breeding stock sold  3.3 32.2 229.9 1,448.8  722,778
Cull ewes sold, head  3.1 30.1 215.1 1,355.8  676,368
Cull rams sold, head  0.2 2.1 14.8 93.0  46,410
Total death loss, head  1.2 11.5 82.1 517.5  258,160
Total breeding stock left herd  4.5 43.6 311.9 1,966.3  980,938
 
 






































TAGS  AND  TAGGING  COSTS  
 
































Total annual marketings, head
Lambs

























   <100  100‐499  500‐4,999  5,000+  Total/Avg 
Total tags placed*  5.9 57.0 407.8  2,570.4 1,282,303
Tag cost, $/tag  $0.31 $0.27 $0.25  $0.23 $0.31
Annual tag cost**  $2.09 $17.79 $116.10  $696.98 $396,678
Annual cost of tag applicators  $6 $6 $11  $61 $404,318
Total tagging labor costs*  $7 $54 $363  $2,158 $1,289,952
Total costs associated with tags, $/operation  $15 $78 $491  $2,917 $2,090,948








DATA  RECORDING,  REPORTING  AND  STORAGE  COSTS  
 







































































































11  It should be pointed out that achieving 48-hour traceback could be difficult for 
operations with large numbers of individual animal numbers on breeding stock that have 
to be reported if this information is not available electronically.  That is, the internet 
would allow the information to be submitted timely, however, this would still require 

























































































   <100  100‐499  500‐4,999  5,000+    
Data accumulator (computer) 
Initial investment, $/operation  $692 $692 $692  $692
Ownership adjustment, %  14.4% 18.2% 24.5%  39.8%
Adjusted investment, $/operation  $592 $567 $523  $417
Annual cost, $/operation  $178 $170 $157  $125
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50%  50%
Annual cost, $/operation  $89 $85 $79  $63
Software 
Initial investment, $/operation  $400 $400 $400  $400
Ownership adjustment, %  14.4% 18.2% 24.5%  39.8%
Adjusted investment, $/operation  $342 $327 $302  $241
Annual cost, $/operation  $103 $98 $91  $72
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50%  50%
Annual cost, $/operation  $51 $49 $45  $36
Internet 
Annual cost  $600 $600 $600  $600
Ownership adjustment, %  14.4% 18.2% 24.5%  39.8%
Adjusted annual cost, $/operation  $514 $491 $453  $362
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50%  50%
Annual cost, $/operation  $277 $265 $244  $195
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $417 $399 $368  $294
Premises registration 







   <100  100‐499  500‐4,999  5,000+    
Cost, $/lot 
Printing cost  $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 
Data storage cost  $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 
Clerical labor  $3.65 $3.65 $3.65 $3.65 
Total variable data cost, $/lot  $3.98 $3.98 $3.98 $3.98 
Number of lots sold per year  2.0 5.0 8.0 16.0 
Variable data cost, $/operation  $8 $20 $32 $64 
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $417 $399 $368 $294 
Total data cost, $/operation  $425 $419 $400 $357 







   <100  100‐499  500‐4,999  5,000+  Total/Avg 
Number of lots sold per year  2.0 5.0 8.0 16.0  164,192
Number of sheep sold per year  16 152 1,085 6,838  3,411,140
Tag‐related costs (table 6.2)  $15 $78 $491 $2,917  $2,090,948
Data‐related costs*  $15 $37 $59 $118  $1,213,562
Premises registration costs  $5 $5 $5 $5  $327,438
Total cost, $/operation  $35 $119 $554 $3,040  $3,631,949









6.2    PACKERS  
 






































































< 1,000 1,000-9,999 10,000-49,999 50,000-
299,999
300,000+








































SHEEP  INDUSTRY  SUMMARY  
 








































































Total operations  70,590 58  70,590
Sheep and lambs sold per year  3,411,140 2,642,123  2,642,123
Breakdown of costs ($) 
Tagging Cost  $2,090,948 $2,090,948
Reader/Reading Cost  $1,213,562 $32,012  $1,245,574
Premises Registration  $327,438 $327,438
Total Cost, Annualized  $3,631,949 $32,012  $3,663,961
Breakdown of costs (%) 
Tagging Cost  57.6% 0.0%  57.1%
Reader/Reading Cost  33.4% 100.0%  34.0%
Premises Registration  9.0% 0.0%  8.9%
Total Cost, Annualized  100.0% 100.0%  100.0%






Scenario #1 ­­ Premises Registration Only          
Premises  Adoption  Uniformly  Lowest cost
Industry Segment  Registration        rate  adopted  adopted first
All Operations  $327,438  10%  $35,945  $14,865
Packers  $32,012  20%  $71,890  $33,298







            100%  $359,450  $359,450
Scenario #2 ­­ Bookend Animal ID System    
Book End  Adoption  Uniformly  Lowest cost
Industry Segment  Cost        rate  adopted  adopted first
All Operations  $2,418,387  10%  $245,040  $165,603
Packers  $32,012  20%  $490,080  $331,206







            100%  $2,450,398  $2,450,398
Scenario #3 ­­ Full Traceability Animal ID System          
Traceability  Adoption  Uniformly  Lowest cost
Industry Segment  Cost        rate  adopted  adopted first
All Operations  $3,631,949  10%  $366,396  $286,959
Packers  $32,012  20%  $732,792  $573,918

















































7.1    OPERATION  DISTRIBUTIONS  
 








































































7.2    GROUP/LOTS  
 






























Number of operations  82,693  7,431 3,684 487 672 1,421  1,127 302 498 98.3 
Average inventory  17  60 151 1,041 7,517 14,564  28,098 70,981 507,454 334,435 
Average lots sold  1.0  1.0 1.0 4.0 5.8 5.6  10.8 27.2 38.9 147.2 
Number sold annually  6.3   22.8  57.9  399  2,878  5,575   10,757  27,173  194,267    128,031  
























Number of operations  10,869  406 206 444 1,060 3,311  4,653 5,754 3,092 2,211 32.0 
Average inventory  16  1,085 3,292 6,819 12,230 23,094  37,513 58,429 91,148 188,977 1,304,158 
Average lots sold  6.5  6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 7.5  12.2 19.0 29.7 61.6 504.0 
Number sold annually  105  7,073 21,459 44,443 79,716 150,525  244,502 380,835 594,087 1,231,727 8,500,313 

















+          
Total 
(thousands) 
Number of operations  5,590  93 126 290 789 748  800 8.4 
Average inventory  17  2,000 5,247 9,681 18,657 32,228  100,045 122,611 
Average lots sold  2.3  2.3 2.3 2.3 4.3 7.4  23.1 41.5 
Number sold annually  38.9  4,619 12,121 22,365 43,100 74,451  231,116 283,248 
Number purchased annually  42.6  5,069 13,302 24,544 47,300 81,706  253,639       310,851 




7.3    DATA  RECORDING,  REPORTING  AND  STORAGE  COSTS  
 






























































































































































7.4    POULTRY  INDUSTRY  SUMMARY  
 





















































Initial investment, $/operation  $692 $692 $692 $692  $692 $692 $692 $692 $692 
Ownership adjustment, %  12.0% 30.4% 48.7% 56.0%  63.4% 70.7% 78.0% 85.4% 92.7% 
Adjusted investment, $/operation  $609 $482 $355 $304  $254 $203 $152 $101 $51 
Annual cost, $/operation  $183 $145 $107 $91  $76 $61 $46 $30 $15 
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50% 50%  50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
Annual cost, $/operation  $91 $72 $53 $46  $38 $30 $23 $15 $8 
Software 
Initial investment, $/operation  $400 $400 $400 $400  $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 
Ownership adjustment, %  12.0% 30.4% 48.7% 56.0%  63.4% 70.7% 78.0% 85.4% 92.7% 
Adjusted investment, $/operation  $352 $279 $205 $176  $147 $117 $88 $59 $29 
Annual cost, $/operation  $106 $84 $62 $53  $44 $35 $26 $18 $9 
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50% 50%  50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
Annual cost, $/operation  $53 $42 $31 $26  $22 $18 $13 $9 $4 
Internet 
Initial investment, $/operation  $600 $600 $600 $600  $600 $600 $600 $600 $600 
Ownership adjustment, %  12.0% 30.4% 48.7% 56.0%  63.4% 70.7% 78.0% 85.4% 92.7% 
Adjusted investment, $/operation  $569 $450 $332 $284  $237 $189 $142 $95 $47 
Annual cost, $/operation  50% 50% 50% 50%  50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
Percent to NAIS  $284 $225 $166 $142  $118 $95 $71 $47 $24 
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $339 $250 $214  $178 $143 $107 $71 $36 
Premises registration 


























Initial cost, $  $692 $692 $692 $692 $692 $692 $692 $692 $692 $692 
Ownership adjustment, %  12% 30% 49% 71% 74% 78% 82% 85% 89% 93% 
Adjusted investment, $/Operation  $609 $482 $355 $203 $177 $152 $127 $101 $76 $51 
Annual cost, $/Operation  $183 $145 $107 $61 $53 $46 $38 $30 $23 $15 
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
NAIS cost, $/Operation  $91 $72 $53 $30 $27 $23 $19 $15 $11 $8 
Software 
Initial cost, $  $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 
Ownership adjustment, %  12.0% 30.4% 48.7% 70.7% 74.4% 78.0% 81.7% 85.4% 89.0% 92.7% 
Adjusted investment, $/Operation  $352 $279 $205 $117 $103 $88 $73 $59 $44 $29 
Annual cost, $/Operation  $106 $84 $62 $35 $31 $26 $22 $18 $13 $9 
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
NAIS cost, $/Operation  $53 $42 $31 $18 $15 $13 $11 $9 $7 $4 
Internet 
Annual cost  $600 $600 $600 $600 $600 $600 $600 $600 $600 $600 
Ownership adjustment  12.0% 30.4% 48.7% 70.7% 74.4% 78.0% 81.7% 85.4% 89.0% 92.7% 
Annual cost, total $  $569 $450 $332 $189 $166 $142 $118 $95 $71 $47 
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
Annual cost, $  $284 $225 $166 $95 $83 $71 $59 $47 $35 $24 
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $339 $250 $143 $125 $107 $89 $71 $53 $36 
Premises Registration 


















Initial cost, $  $692 $692 $692 $692 $692 $692 $692
Ownership adjustment, %  12.0% 49.0% 71.0% 76.5% 82.0% 87.5% 93.0%
Adjusted investment, $/Operation  $609 $353 $201 $163 $125 $87 $48
Annual cost, $/Operation  $183 $106 $60 $49 $37 $26 $15
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%
NAIS cost, $/Operation  $91 $53 $30 $24 $19 $13 $7
Software 
Initial cost, $  $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400
Ownership adjustment, %  12.0% 49.0% 71.0% 76.5% 82.0% 87.5% 93.0%
Adjusted investment, $/Operation  $352 $204 $116 $94 $72 $50 $28
Annual cost, $/Operation  $106 $61 $35 $28 $22 $15 $8
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%
NAIS cost, $/Operation  $53 $31 $17 $14 $11 $8 $4
Internet 
Annual cost  $600 $600 $600 $600 $600 $600 $600
Ownership adjustment  12.0% 49.0% 71.0% 76.5% 82.0% 87.5% 93.0%
Annual cost, total $  $569 $330 $187 $152 $116 $81 $45
Percent to NAIS  50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50%
Annual cost, $  $284 $165 $94 $76 $58 $40 $23
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $248 $141 $114 $88 $61 $34
Premises Registration 


















Printing cost  $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 $0.24  $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 $0.24
Data storage cost  $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09  $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09
Clerical labor  $3.93 $3.93 $3.93 $3.93  $3.93 $3.93 $3.93 $3.93 $3.93
Total variable data cost, $/lot  $4.26 $4.26 $4.26 $4.26  $4.26 $4.26 $4.26 $4.26 $4.26
Software 
Number of lots sold per year  1.0 1.0 1.0 4.0  5.8 5.6 10.8 27.2 38.9
Variable data cost, $/operation  $4 $4 $4 $17  $25 $24 $46 $116 $166
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $339 $250 $214  $178 $143 $107 $71 $36
Total data cost, $/operation  $433 $344 $254 $231  $203 $167 $153 $187 $201


























Printing cost  $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 $0.24  $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 
Data storage cost  $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09  $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 
Clerical labor  $3.93 $3.93 $3.93 $3.93 $3.93  $3.93 $3.93 $3.93 $3.93 $3.93 
Total variable data cost, $/lot  $4.26 $4.26 $4.26 $4.26 $4.26  $4.26 $4.26 $4.26 $4.26 $4.26 
Software 
Number of lots sold per year  6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5  7.5 12.2 19.0 29.7 61.6 
Variable data cost, $/operation  $28 $28 $28 $28 $28  $32 $52 $81 $127 $262 
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $339 $250 $143 $125  $107 $89 $71 $53 $36 
Total data cost, $/operation  $457 $367 $278 $171 $153  $139 $141 $152 $180 $298 




















Printing cost  $0.24 $0.24 $0.24 $0.24  $0.24 $0.24 $0.24
Data storage cost  $0.09 $0.09 $0.09 $0.09  $0.09 $0.09 $0.09
Clerical labor  $3.93 $3.93 $3.93 $3.93  $3.93 $3.93 $3.93
Total variable data cost, $/lot  $4.26 $4.26 $4.26 $4.26  $4.26 $4.26 $4.26
Software 
Number of lots sold per year  2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3  4.3 7.4 23.1
Variable data cost, $/operation  $10 $10 $10 $10  $18 $32 $98
Fixed data cost, $/operation  $429 $248 $141 $114  $88 $61 $34
Total data cost, $/operation  $439 $258 $151 $124  $106 $93 $133




















99,999  100,000+    Total/Avg 
Number of lots sold per year  1.0  1.0 1.0 4.0 5.8 5.6  10.8 27.2 38.9 147,217 
Number of layers sold per year  6.3  22.8 57.9 399 2,878 5,575  10,757 27,173 194,267 128,031,003 
Data‐related costs*  $7.39  $7.39 $7.39 $29.46 $42.54 $41.21  $79.50 $187.10 $201.15 $2,036,425 
Premises registration costs  $4.64  $4.64 $4.64 $4.64 $4.64 $4.64  $4.64 $4.64 $4.64 $456,043 
Total costs, $/operation  $12.03  $12.03 $12.03 $34.10 $47.18 $45.85  $84.14 $191.74 $205.79 $2,492,469 





















Number of lots sold per year  6.5  6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 7.5  12.2 19.0 29.7 61.6 504,017 
Number of broilers sold per year  105  7,073 21,459 44,443 79,716 150,525  244,502 380,835 594,087 1,231,727 8,500,313,357 
Data‐related costs*  $48.17  $48.17 $48.17 $48.17 $48.17 $55.63  $90.36 $140.74 $180.02 $298.03 $5,911,451 
Premises registration costs  $4.64  $4.64 $4.64 $4.64 $4.64 $4.64  $4.64 $4.64 $4.64 $4.64 $148,463 
Total costs, $/operation  $52.81  $52.81 $52.81 $52.81 $52.81 $60.27  $95.00 $145.38 $184.66 $302.67 $6,059,914 












99,999  100,000+          Total/Avg 
Number of lots sold per year  2.3  2.3 2.3 2.3 4.3 7.4  23.1 41,548 
Number of turkeys sold per year  38.9  4,619 12,121 22,365 43,100 74,451  231,116 283,247,649 
Data‐related costs*  $17.07  $17.07 $17.07 $17.07 $31.86 $55.03  $132.60 $521,342 
Premises registration costs  $4.64  $4.64 $4.64 $4.64 $4.64 $4.64  $4.64 $39,131 
Total costs, $/operation  $21.71  $21.71 $21.71 $21.71 $36.49 $59.67  $137.24 $560,473 































Premises  Adoption  Uniformly  Lowest cost 
Industry Segment  Registration     rate    adopted     adopted first 
Layers  $456,043 10% $64,364  $6,388
Broilers  $148,463 20% $128,728  $13,785
Turkeys  $39,131 30% $193,091  $27,677






         100% $643,638     $643,638
Scenario #3 ­­ Full Traceability Animal ID System 
Traceability  Adoption  Uniformly  Lowest cost 
Industry Segment  Cost     rate    adopted     adopted first 
Layers  $2,492,469 10% $911,286  $629,118
Broilers  $6,059,914 20% $1,822,571  $1,283,803
Turkeys  $560,473 30% $2,733,857  $2,020,954











8.    GOVERNMENT  COST  ESTIMATES 
 
8.1    EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY/CHAPTER  OVERVIEW  
 



















8.2    FEDERAL  GOVERNMENT  ANALYSIS  
 






































Dollars in Thousands                   
Fiscal Year 
2004 
(CCC Funds)a  2005  2006  2007  2008  Total   






Dollars in Thousands                   
Fiscal Year 
2004  2005  2006  2007a  Total  % of 
Total   
Actual Obligations 
 Information Technology  $1,829 $4,140 $2,466 $6,260 $14,695  14.4%
 Cooperative Agreements  $13,666 $12,936 $5,231 $20,311 $52,144  51.2%
 Communications and 
Outreach  $2,134 $2,557 $2,422 $2,951 $10,064  9.9%
 Program Administration  $357 $3,948 $6,424 $14,264 $24,993  24.5%










Dollars in Thousands                               
Fiscal Year 












 Information Technology  $2,009  $6,858 $7,733 $5,224 $1,311 $23,135  18.1%  $2,753 $4,064
 Cooperative Agreements  $14,357  $17,050 $13,882 $15,067 $4,182 $64,538  50.5%  $8,787 $12,969
 Communications and 
Outreach  $2,137  $3,474 $1,940 $1,940 $392 $9,883  7.7%  $825 $1,217
 Program Administration  $290  $5,815 $9,452 $10,822 $3,797 $30,176  23.6%  $2,635 $6,432

















































Dollars in Thousands                         
Planned Program 







 Information Technology  $3,500  14.5% $4,759   14.4% $2,000  8.4%
 Cooperative Agreements  $10,575  43.8% $16,887   51.2% $13,036 54.8%
 Communications and 
Outreach  $800  3.3% $3,259   9.9% $2,516 10.6%
 Program Administration  $9,269  38.4% $8,094   24.5% $6,248 26.3%















































































































Cattle  BSE – Alabama  2006  Investigation of 37 farms took 48 days.  USDA, 2008g 
Cattle  BSE – Texas  2005  Investigation of 1,919 animals (8 herds) lasted 61 days.  USDA, 2008g 
Cattle   BSE ‐ Washington  2003  255 animals from 10 premises were destroyed; investigation of 
over 75,000 animals (189 herds) took 46 days 
USDA, 2008g 
Cattle   TB – California  2008  Tested over 150,000 animals (105 herds)  Bennett et al. (2008) 
Cattle   TB ‐ New Mexico  2007  Tested 20,150 animals (16 herds); 14 State & Federal personnel; 
$35 million in Federal funds allocated for indemnification 
USDA, 2008g
Cattle   TB – Minnesota  2005  Over 3,500 animals have been depopulated; USDA has incurred 
over $5 million costs ($3.9 million in indemnities) 
USDA, 2008g 




















































































12 It is worth briefly noting that TB tests typically involve injecting each individual 
animal initially (day 1) and returning to the herd in question three days later to evaluate 
and diagnose each individual animal.  As such, electronic entry of information on day one 
may provide benefits in the return visit three days later. 


































































































Costs  Notes  Costs  Notes 
Animal ID & Data Collection 
On Injection Day  $1,429   (7.5 hours for 6 AHTs)  $4,572   (12 hours for 12 AHTs) 

















Data Entry into FAIR  $3   (5 minutes for 1 AHT)  $288   (21 hours for 1 DE) 
Total Costs:  $2,624  $11,627 
Cost Savings of 








8.3    STATE  GOVERNMENT  ANALYSIS      
 









































































































































Payroll  $260,485  53%  47%  $231,275  38%  62% 
Travel  $5,899  27%  73%  $5,407  38%  62% 
Materials, Brochures, Supplies  $87,453  44%  56%  $67,263  31%  69% 
Equipment  $18,472  14%  86%  $27,077  35%  65% 
Grants  $168,970  100%  0%     $231,493  93%  7% 


















Payroll  $245,880  100%  100%  0% 
Travel  $5,653  100%  100%  0% 
Materials, Brochures, Supplies  $30,000  NA  100%  0% 
Equipment  $0  0%  100%  0% 


















Payroll  35%  60%  5% 
Travel  15%  80%  5% 
Materials, Brochures, Supplies  45%  50%  5% 
Equipment  5%  75%  20% 












Payroll  15%  30%  55% 
Travel  0%  45%  55% 
Materials, Brochures, Supplies  10%  20%  70% 
Equipment  5%  50%  45% 










































































14 That is MI is less (+/- 50%) reliant on federal funding than most other states (+/-80%).  
This is not to suggest valuable inferences cannot be obtained by examining Michigan.  
Rather this suggests that caution should be exerted in generalizing Michigan’s 
experiences to other states. 
15 We thank a reviewer for noting that more narrowly examining the array of factors 
leading to differential premises registrations and associated NAIS costs experienced to 












































































Alabama  35,538  125  1,007 1,417 2,385  3,125 4,909  6,501  8,484
Alaska  354  0  2 2 3  41 60  86  111
Arizona  5,170  6  103 172 510  524 617  887  1,049
Arkansas  37,614  0  1,614 4,467 6,284  6,912 7,516  7,573  7,741
California  32,500  0  1,202 1,768 3,325  4,365 5,262  5,682  6,320
Colorado  22,951  46  493 920 5,355  5,569 6,511  6,769  7,583
Connecticut  2,539  0  0 0 0  16 18  19  44
Delaware  1,553  0  74 74 494  651 651  652  652
Florida  28,731  19  835 1,655 3,099  3,735 4,065  4,611  4,923
Georgia  35,431  0  533 857 2,203  2,491 3,980  4,093  4,270
Hawaii  1,391  0  9 72 214  282 291  323  358
Idaho  18,754  1,878  13,860 14,774 15,321  17,915 18,062  18,307  18,524
Illinois  30,046  318  1,108 1,922 5,093  6,213 8,325  10,742  14,355
Indiana  34,790  45  1,674 2,578 11,936  24,613 29,702  30,579  32,068
Iowa  47,273  0  1 473 6,986  11,635 19,062  20,708  23,285
Kansas  39,346  63  1,399 2,076 3,805  4,513 5,187  5,470  6,049
Kentucky  61,251  0  1,726 2,699 7,479  9,909 12,326  12,976  14,094
Louisiana  19,677  0  349 416 620  952 1,157  1,825  2,150
Maine  4,213  2  134 276 376  399 416  419  427
Maryland  7,837  1  2 918 1,178  1,301 1,340  1,355  1,429
Massachusetts  3,555  0  6 8 1,423  1,683 1,685  8,064  8,066
Michigan  29,011  1  180 9,052 14,604  16,223 18,975  19,700  20,509
Minnesota  44,193  0  6,404 8,075 9,547  11,496 11,877  12,126  12,544
Mississippi  29,312  0  0 377 833  1,197 1,472  1,582  4,682
Missouri  79,018  373  3,965 6,680 8,305  12,133 13,600  13,954  14,659
Montana  19,708  1  83 189 567  764 810  837  956
Nebraska   30,841  322  699 3,000 9,212  10,533 13,842  16,099  16,598
Nevada  2,522  0  281 869 1,044  1,132 1,241  1,281  1,385
New Hampshire  2,277  0  2 7 28  36 40  43  51
New Jersey  5,315  0  38 53 475  988 994  997  1,013
New Mexico  11,250  1  92 402 731  834 989  1,168  1,402
New York  25,559  877  9,687 11,551 13,554  13,342 16,753  19,108  20,312
North Carolina  36,142  4  1,843 2,358 3,054  4,837 9,701  10,681  12,168
North Dakota  14,085  4  627 5,878 7,613  7,909 8,313  8,391  8,520
Ohio  48,073  41  535 1,069 1,849  2,180 5,945  6,310  7,066
Oklahoma  71,420  48  1,573 2,428 3,413  4,834 7,342  8,058  9,096

























Pennsylvania  42,302  12,934  15,348 15,788 29,971  26,299 28,206  28,760  29,463
Rhode Island  504  0  0 0 0  5 6  6  8
South Carolina  16,120  75  750 1,090 1,636  1,861 3,734  4,370  4,651
South Dakota  22,356  16  1,086 2,515 4,218  4,694 4,976  5,058  5,134
Tennessee  68,010  0  1,256 6,295 10,557  12,354 14,299  16,253  17,782
Texas  187,118  214  2,606 4,724 18,511  23,312 28,986  29,803  31,953
Utah  12,460  20  5,530 6,538 7,578  8,090 8,671  8,945  9,388
Vermont  4,438  2  54 77 79  293 310  319  360
Virginia  37,673  10  1,278 2,112 3,152  4,001 4,680  5,116  9,100
Washington  22,155  3  722 864 1,154  1,370 1,421  1,539  1,691
West Virginia  17,670  910  6,614 7,114 7,822  8,418 8,738  8,817  9,135
Wisconsin  51,373  4,581  15,844 41,430 53,015  54,133 58,654  59,390  60,728
Wyoming  8,227  0  0 139 400  742 1,540  1,709  1,788
50 State Sum  1,438,280  22,940  103,228 179,901 293,206  343,186 409,791  440,663  476,796
Raw Average  28,766  459  2,086 3,643 5,935  6,940 8,263  8,860  9,557
Premises Weighted 


























Alabama  35,538   0.35%  2.83% 3.99% 6.71% 8.79%  13.81%  18.29% 23.87%
Alaska  354   0.00%  0.56% 0.56% 0.85% 11.58%  16.95%  24.29% 31.36%
Arizona  5,170   0.12%  1.99% 3.33% 9.86% 10.14%  11.93%  17.16% 20.29%
Arkansas  37,614   0.00%  4.29% 11.88% 16.71% 18.38%  19.98%  20.13% 20.58%
California  32,500   0.00%  3.70% 5.44% 10.23% 13.43%  16.19%  17.48% 19.45%
Colorado  22,951   0.20%  2.15% 4.01% 23.33% 24.26%  28.37%  29.49% 33.04%
Connecticut  2,539   0.00%  0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.63%  0.71%  0.75% 1.73%
Delaware  1,553   0.00%  4.76% 4.76% 31.81% 41.92%  41.92%  41.98% 41.98%
Florida  28,731   0.07%  2.91% 5.76% 10.79% 13.00%  14.15%  16.05% 17.13%
Georgia  35,431   0.00%  1.50% 2.42% 6.22% 7.03%  11.23%  11.55% 12.05%
Hawaii  1,391   0.00%  0.65% 5.18% 15.38% 20.27%  20.92%  23.22% 25.74%
Idaho  18,754   10.01%  73.90% 78.78% 81.69% 95.53%  96.31%  97.62% 98.77%
Illinois  30,046   1.06%  3.69% 6.40% 16.95% 20.68%  27.71%  35.75% 47.78%
Indiana  34,790   0.13%  4.81% 7.41% 34.31% 70.75%  85.38%  87.90% 92.18%
Iowa  47,273   0.00%  0.00% 1.00% 14.78% 24.61%  40.32%  43.81% 49.26%
Kansas  39,346   0.16%  3.56% 5.28% 9.67% 11.47%  13.18%  13.90% 15.37%
Kentucky  61,251   0.00%  2.82% 4.41% 12.21% 16.18%  20.12%  21.18% 23.01%
Louisiana  19,677   0.00%  1.77% 2.11% 3.15% 4.84%  5.88%  9.27% 10.93%
Maine  4,213   0.05%  3.18% 6.55% 8.92% 9.47%  9.87%  9.95% 10.14%
Maryland  7,837   0.01%  0.03% 11.71% 15.03% 16.60%  17.10%  17.29% 18.23%
Massachusetts  3,555   0.00%  0.17% 0.23% 40.03% 47.34%  47.40%  226.84% 226.89%
Michigan  29,011   0.00%  0.62% 31.20% 50.34% 55.92%  65.41%  67.91% 70.69%
Minnesota  44,193   0.00%  14.49% 18.27% 21.60% 26.01%  26.88%  27.44% 28.38%
Mississippi  29,312   0.00%  0.00% 1.29% 2.84% 4.08%  5.02%  5.40% 15.97%
Missouri  79,018   0.47%  5.02% 8.45% 10.51% 15.35%  17.21%  17.66% 18.55%
Montana  19,708   0.01%  0.42% 0.96% 2.88% 3.88%  4.11%  4.25% 4.85%
Nebraska   30,841   1.04%  2.27% 9.73% 29.87% 34.15%  44.88%  52.20% 53.82%
Nevada  2,522   0.00%  11.14% 34.46% 41.40% 44.89%  49.21%  50.79% 54.92%
New Hampshire  2,277   0.00%  0.09% 0.31% 1.23% 1.58%  1.76%  1.89% 2.24%
New Jersey  5,315   0.00%  0.71% 1.00% 8.94% 18.59%  18.70%  18.76% 19.06%
New Mexico  11,250   0.01%  0.82% 3.57% 6.50% 7.41%  8.79%  10.38% 12.46%
New York  25,559   3.43%  37.90% 45.19% 53.03% 52.20%  65.55%  74.76% 79.47%
North Carolina  36,142   0.01%  5.10% 6.52% 8.45% 13.38%  26.84%  29.55% 33.67%
North Dakota  14,085   0.03%  4.45% 41.73% 54.05% 56.15%  59.02%  59.57% 60.49%
Ohio  48,073   0.09%  1.11% 2.22% 3.85% 4.53%  12.37%  13.13% 14.70%
Oklahoma  71,420   0.07%  2.20% 3.40% 4.78% 6.77%  10.28%  11.28% 12.74%
























Pennsylvania  42,302   30.58%  36.28% 37.32% 70.85% 62.17% 66.68%  67.99% 69.65%
Rhode Island  504   0.00%  0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.99% 1.19%  1.19% 1.59%
South Carolina  16,120   0.47%  4.65% 6.76% 10.15% 11.54% 23.16%  27.11% 28.85%
South Dakota  22,356   0.07%  4.86% 11.25% 18.87% 21.00% 22.26%  22.62% 22.96%
Tennessee  68,010   0.00%  1.85% 9.26% 15.52% 18.16% 21.02%  23.90% 26.15%
Texas  187,118   0.11%  1.39% 2.52% 9.89% 12.46% 15.49%  15.93% 17.08%
Utah  12,460   0.16%  44.38% 52.47% 60.82% 64.93% 69.59%  71.79% 75.35%
Vermont  4,438   0.05%  1.22% 1.74% 1.78% 6.60% 6.99%  7.19% 8.11%
Virginia  37,673   0.03%  3.39% 5.61% 8.37% 10.62% 12.42%  13.58% 24.16%
Washington  22,155   0.01%  3.26% 3.90% 5.21% 6.18% 6.41%  6.95% 7.63%
West Virginia  17,670   5.15%  37.43% 40.26% 44.27% 47.64% 49.45%  49.90% 51.70%
Wisconsin  51,373   8.92%  30.84% 80.65% 103.20% 105.37% 114.17%  115.61% 118.21%
Wyoming  8,227   0.00%  0.00% 1.69% 4.86% 9.02% 18.72%  20.77% 21.73%
50 State Raw 
Average  28,766   1.26%  7.50% 12.78% 20.61% 24.33% 28.24%  33.65% 36.09%
Premises Weighted 







State  CCC (FY 2004)  FY 2005  FY 2006  FY 2007  FY 2008  Total 2004 ‐ 2008 
Alabama  $115,000  $245,000 $0 $276,000 $165,630  $801,630
Alaska  $0  $34,710 $0 $60,660 $42,400  $137,770
Arizona  $0  $169,000 $84,351 $160,200 $111,650  $525,201
Arkansas  $115,000  $281,000 $203,000 $249,300 $174,500  $1,022,800
California  $670,072  $625,000 $346,909 $517,500 $361,900  $2,521,382
Colorado  $1,214,579  $255,904 $191,066 $330,087 $263,200  $2,254,836
Connecticut  $0  $0 $0 $20,000 $39,785  $59,785
Delaware  $0  $0 $0 $0 $0  $0
Florida  $531,840  $273,000 $98,721 $184,510 $176,645  $1,264,716
Georgia  $77,480  $42,173 $198,900 $197,891 $134,620  $651,064
Hawaii  $0  $98,316 $0 $61,121 $55,600  $215,036
Idaho  $1,164,000  $230,783 $60,349 $267,826 $194,600  $1,917,557
Illinois  $130,000  $245,000 $141,000 $180,000 $134,620  $830,620
Indiana  $106,493  $150,457 $80,331 $178,090 $133,872  $649,243
Iowa  $130,000  $410,878 $0 $474,000 $481,800  $1,496,678
Kansas  $805,000  $685,000 $0 $396,043 $210,000  $2,096,043
Kentucky  $269,093  $326,276 $0 $375,000 $280,459  $1,250,828
Louisiana  $12,247  $0 $0 $82,704 $78,310  $173,261
Maine  $78,343  $94,000 $21,500 $80,000 $41,250  $315,093
Maryland  $105,000  $85,952 $0 $81,000 $53,915  $325,867
Massachusetts  $0  $95,348 $0 $80,000 $59,831  $235,179
Michigan  $120,000  $206,953 $0 $179,000 $183,872  $689,825
Minnesota  $434,578  $339,140 $202,957 $278,914 $193,814  $1,449,403
Mississippi  $153,327  $170,129 $43,294 $171,883 $133,872  $672,504
Missouri  $484,875  $496,973 $72,931 $0 $0  $1,054,779
Montana  $431,928  $349,000 $0 $251,100 $176,000  $1,208,028
Nebraska   $125,401  $672,000 $448,000 $672,000 $470,400  $2,387,801
Nevada  $97,939  $128,241 $80,000 $76,903 $57,400  $440,483
New Hampshire  $0  $17,547 $0 $35,000 $2,100  $54,647
New Jersey  $100,000  $92,000 $72,108 $80,000 $59,831  $403,939
New Mexico  $0  $244,000 $203,000 $248,400 $246,350  $941,750
New York  $93,000  $204,152 $178,791 $275,980 $183,400  $935,323
North Carolina  $111,630  $196,989 $0 $179,000 $133,872  $621,490
North Dakota  $515,000  $176,225 $0 $160,856 $193,900  $1,045,982
Ohio  $117,135  $192,560 $112,786 $275,283 $206,418  $904,181
Oklahoma  $675,000  $629,000 $166,860 $517,500 $362,200  $2,350,560





State  CCC (FY 2004)  FY 2005  FY 2006  FY 2007  FY 2008 
Total 2004 ‐ 
2008 
Pennsylvania  $614,147 $257,000 $142,238 $199,009  $139,087 $1,351,481
Rhode Island  $0 $0 $0 $0  $0 $0
South Carolina  $186,727 $139,000 $141,000 $177,000  $132,377 $776,104
South Dakota  $505,240 $334,277 $0 $426,000  $298,200 $1,563,717
Tennessee  $130,000 $264,611 $82,678 $251,100  $209,000 $937,389
Texas  $1,000,000 $1,038,975 $201,065 $1,069,302  $756,000 $4,065,342
Utah  $149,586 $194,000 $0 $179,000  $125,300 $647,886
Vermont  $84,059 $104,125 $0 $0  $60,579 $248,763
Virginia  $112,636 $237,831 $0 $249,300  $207,126 $806,893
Washington  $104,313 $206,000 $60,854 $179,000  $240,800 $790,967
West Virginia  $95,090 $108,862 $58,942 $155,488  $132,377 $550,758
Wisconsin  $100,000 $243,605 $0 $378,000  $265,468 $987,073
Wyoming  $361,929 $235,000 $141,000 $248,000  $173,600 $1,159,529
50 State Sum  $12,427,687 $11,995,314 $3,834,630 $11,240,764  $8,730,124 $48,228,520
Raw Average  $248,554 $239,906 $76,693 $224,815  $174,602 $964,570







State  CCC (FY 2004)  FY 2005  FY 2006  FY 2007  FY 2008 
Total 2004 ‐
2008 
Alabama  $115,000  $245,000 $0 $276,000 $636,000
Alaska  $0  $34,710 $0 $30,225 $0  $64,935
Arizona  $0  $169,000 $84,351 $160,200 $47,801  $461,352
Arkansas  $115,000  $281,000 $203,000 $249,300 $130,875  $979,175
California  $670,072  $492,090 $346,909 $517,500 $2,026,572
Colorado  $1,157,140  $255,904 $191,066 $330,087 $105,848  $2,040,045
Connecticut  $0  $0 $0 $20,000 $20,000
Delaware  $0  $0 $0 $0 $0
Florida  $531,840  $273,000 $98,721 $184,510 $67,446  $1,155,517
Georgia  $77,480  $42,173 $198,900 $191,262 $509,816
Hawaii  $0  $98,316 $0 $61,121 $13,900  $173,336
Idaho  $960,553  $230,783 $60,349 $267,826 $25,095  $1,544,605
Illinois  $130,000  $245,000 $141,000 $134,272 $67,418  $717,690
Indiana  $106,493  $150,457 $80,331 $109,936 $447,218
Iowa  $130,000  $410,878 $0 $474,000 $290,669  $1,305,547
Kansas  $523,531  $527,500 $0 $285,056 $52,500  $1,388,587
Kentucky  $246,002  $326,276 $0 $375,000 $35,160  $982,438
Louisiana  $12,247  $0 $0 $82,704 $94,951
Maine  $78,343  $94,000 $21,500 $64,000 $12,000  $269,843
Maryland  $105,000  $85,952 $0 $81,000 $271,952
Massachusetts  $0  $95,348 $0 $80,000 $175,348
Michigan  $120,000  $206,953 $0 $179,000 $505,953
Minnesota  $430,372  $339,140 $202,957 $278,914 $21,513  $1,272,896
Mississippi  $124,806  $170,129 $43,294 $171,883 $21,809  $531,920
Missouri  $484,874  $496,973 $72,931 $0 $1,054,779
Montana  $431,928  $349,000 $0 $150,000 $930,928
Nebraska   $125,401  $672,000 $448,000 $672,000 $92,885  $2,010,287
Nevada  $97,939  $128,241 $80,000 $76,903 $383,083
New Hampshire  $0  $17,547 $0 $1,395 $0  $18,942
New Jersey  $75,000  $92,000 $72,108 $80,000 $14,958  $334,066
New Mexico  $0  $244,000 $203,000 $248,400 $695,400
New York  $93,000  $204,152 $178,791 $275,980 $28,490  $780,413
North Carolina  $111,630  $196,989 $0 $178,536 $25,698  $512,852
North Dakota  $468,631  $176,225 $0 $160,856 $30,160  $835,873
Ohio  $117,135  $192,560 $112,786 $275,283 $52,435  $750,198
Oklahoma  $548,532  $629,000 $166,860 $517,500 $103,067  $1,964,959





State  CCC (FY 2004)  FY 2005  FY 2006  FY 2007  FY 2008 
Total 2004 ‐
2008 
Pennsylvania  $614,147 $257,000 $142,238 $166,856  $12,426 $1,192,667
Rhode Island  $0 $0 $0 $0  $0
South Carolina  $186,727 $139,000 $141,000 $177,000  $7,953 $651,681
South Dakota  $481,032 $334,277 $0 $257,605  $78,223 $1,151,137
Tennessee  $130,000 $264,611 $82,678 $251,100  $99,627 $828,016
Texas  $1,000,000 $1,038,975 $201,065 $1,069,302  $257,261 $3,566,603
Utah  $149,586 $194,000 $0 $179,000  $522,586
Vermont  $84,059 $104,125 $0 $0  $188,184
Virginia  $115,000 $237,831 $0 $249,300  $80,789 $682,920
Washington  $104,313 $206,000 $60,854 $0  $371,167
West Virginia  $95,090 $108,862 $58,942 $155,488  $33,777 $452,157
Wisconsin  $100,000 $243,605 $0 $160,950  $80,027 $584,583
Wyoming  $361,929 $235,000 $141,000 $248,000  $15,549 $1,001,478
50 State Sum  $11,609,832 $11,704,905 $3,834,630 $10,231,065  $1,905,360 $39,285,791
Raw Average  $232,197 $234,098 $76,693 $204,621  $59,542 $785,716






















Alabama  $35.15 $56.14 $43.34
Alaska  $6.04 $9.65 $7.45
Arizona  $23.03 $36.78 $28.39
Arkansas  $44.85 $71.63 $55.29
California  $110.57 $176.57 $136.30
Colorado  $98.88 $157.91 $121.89
Connecticut  $2.62 $4.19 $3.23
Delaware  $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Florida  $55.46 $88.57 $68.37
Georgia  $28.55 $45.59 $35.20
Hawaii  $9.43 $15.06 $11.62
Idaho  $84.09 $134.29 $103.66
Illinois  $36.43 $58.17 $44.90
Indiana  $28.47 $45.47 $35.10
Iowa  $65.63 $104.81 $80.91
Kansas  $91.92 $146.79 $113.31
Kentucky  $54.85 $87.60 $67.62
Louisiana  $7.60 $12.13 $9.37
Maine  $13.82 $22.07 $17.03
Maryland  $14.29 $22.82 $17.62
Massachusetts  $10.31 $16.47 $12.71
Michigan  $30.25 $48.31 $37.29
Minnesota  $63.56 $101.50 $78.35
Mississippi  $29.49 $47.10 $36.36
Missouri  $46.26 $73.87 $57.02
Montana  $52.98 $84.60 $65.31
Nebraska   $104.71 $167.22 $129.08
Nevada  $19.32 $30.85 $23.81
New Hampshire  $2.40 $3.83 $2.95
New Jersey  $17.71 $28.29 $21.84
New Mexico  $41.30 $65.95 $50.91
New York  $41.02 $65.50 $50.56
North Carolina  $27.25 $43.52 $33.60
North Dakota  $45.87 $73.25 $56.55
Ohio  $39.65 $63.32 $48.88
Oklahoma  $103.08 $164.61 $127.07



















Pennsylvania  $59.27 $94.64 $73.06
Rhode Island  $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
South Carolina  $34.04 $54.35 $41.96
South Dakota  $68.57 $109.51 $84.53
Tennessee  $41.11 $65.65 $50.67
Texas  $178.28 $284.70 $219.77
Utah  $28.41 $45.37 $35.02
Vermont  $10.91 $17.42 $13.45
Virginia  $35.39 $56.51 $43.62
Washington  $34.69 $55.39 $42.76
West Virginia  $24.15 $38.57 $29.77
Wisconsin  $43.29 $69.13 $53.36
Wyoming  $50.85 $81.20 $62.68
Sum  $2,115.00 $3,377.47 $2,607.20
Raw Average  $42.30 $67.55 $52.14
Minimum  $0.00 $0.00 $0.00








































16 If only the states accepting both hard-copy and internet-based applications are 
considered, weighted average frequencies are 9.06% and 3.65%, respectively.  This 
suggests that the difference in error rates between hard-copy and internet submissions 















































































































































































































8.4    CONCLUSIONS  
 



























9.    ECONOMIC  MODEL  BENEFIT­COST  WELFARE  















































EQUILIBRIUM  DISPLACEMENT  MODELS  
 








































































9.1    MODEL  DEVELOPMENT  
 


























assumed.  Retail demand ( rD ) and farm (feeder) supply ( fS ) are 
considered the “primary” relations, while the demand for feeder cattle (
fD ) and the retail supply of beef ( rS ) are considered “derived” relations 
(Tomek and Robinson, 1990).  The intersection of demand and supply at 
each level determines relative market‐clearing prices ( rP ) and ( fP ) and 
market‐clearing quantity ( 0Q ).  In this case, the farm‐level market‐
clearing quantity is represented graphically on a retail weight equivalent 
































































fP ,  0Q ) to the new equilibrium (
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  ( )=rd rd rd rd rd rd rdB B K Ld Li Y BQ f P P P P P1 , , , , ,Z         (9.2) 
Retail beef derived supply: 




  ( )=wd wd rd wdB B B BQ f P Q3 , , Z           (9.4) 
Wholesale beef derived supply: 




  ( )=wd wd wd wdBi Bi B BiQ f P Q5 , ,Z           (9.6) 
Imported wholesale beef derived supply: 
  ( )=ws ws wsBi Bi BiQ f P6 ,W             (9.7) 
Exported wholesale beef derived demand: 




  ( )=sd sd wd sdB B B BQ f P Q8 , , Z           (9.9) 
Slaughter cattle derived supply: 




  ( )=fd fd sd fdB B B BQ f P Q10 , ,Z           (9.11) 
Feeder cattle primary supply: 














  ( )=wd wd rd wdK K K KQ f P Q14 , ,Z           (9.15) 
Wholesale pork derived supply: 
  ( )=ws ws ss ws wd wsK K K Ki Ke KQ f P Q Q Q15 , , , ,W         (9.16) 
Imported wholesale pork derived demand: 
  ( )=wd wd wd wdKi Ki K KiQ f P Q16 , , Z           (9.17) 
Imported wholesale pork derived supply: 
  ( )=ws ws wsKi Ki KiQ f P17 ,W             (9.18) 
Exported wholesale pork derived demand: 




  ( )=sd sd wd sdK K K kQ f P Q19 , ,Z           (9.20) 
Slaughter hog primary supply: 








  ( )=rd rd rd rd rd rd rdLd Ld Li B K Y LdQ f P P P P P21 , , , , ,Z         (9.22) 
Domestic retail lamb derived supply: 
  ( )=rs rd ws rsLd Ld L LdQ f P Q22 , ,W           (9.23) 
Imported retail lamb primary demand: 
  ( )=rd rd rd rd rd rd rdLi Li Ld B K Y LiQ f P P P P P23 , , , , ,Z         (9.24) 
Imported retail lamb derived supply: 




  ( )=wd wd rd wdL L Ld LQ f P Q25 , ,Z           (9.26) 
Wholesale lamb derived supply: 




  ( )=sd sd wd sdL L L LQ f P Q27 , ,Z           (9.28) 
Domestic slaughter lamb derived supply: 














  ( )=rd rd rd rd rd rd rdY Y B K Ld Li YQ f P P P P P31 , , , , ,Z         (9.32) 
Retail poultry derived supply: 
  ( )=rs rs ws rd rsY Y Y Ye YQ f P Q Q32 , , ,W           (9.33) 
Exported retail poultry derived demand: 




  ( )=wd wd rd wdY Y Y YQ f P Q34 , ,Z           (9.35) 
Wholesale poultry primary supply: 
























































































































































































































a Source: Livestock Marketing Information Center 
b We converted wholesale poultry export to retail poultry export by multiplying the wholesale poultry export by 0.74. 




























































































































































































































































































  Own‐price elasticity of supply for retail beef 0.36d  4.62d
  Own‐price elasticity of demand for wholesale beef ‐0.58b  ‐0.94b
















  Own‐price elasticity of demand for slaughter cattle ‐0.40b  ‐0.53b
  Own‐price elasticity of supply for slaughter cattle 0.26g  3.24g
  Own‐price elasticity of demand for feeder cattle ‐0.14b  ‐0.75b
  Own‐price elasticity of supply for feeder cattle 0.22h  2.82h





















  Own‐price elasticity of supply for retail pork 0.73d  3.87d
  Own‐price elasticity of demand for wholesale pork ‐0.71d  ‐1.00c














































  Own‐price elasticity of demand for slaughter hogs ‐0.51k  -1.00c





























































  Own‐price elasticity of demand for wholesale lamb ‐0.35b  -1.03b
  Own‐price elasticity of supply for wholesale lamb 0.16b  3.85b
  Own‐price elasticity of demand for slaughter lamb ‐0.33b  -0.87b
  Own‐price elasticity of supply for slaughter lamb 0.12b  2.95b
  Own‐price elasticity of demand for feeder lamb ‐0.11b  -0.29b

























































  Own‐price elasticity of demand for wholesale poultry ‐0.22d  -1.00d





































































































































  η η η η η= + + + + +r r r r r r r r r r r rB B B BK K BLd Ld BLi Li BY Y BEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez         (9.37) 
  ε γ= + +r r r wr w rB B B B B BEQ EP EQ Ew               (9.38) 
  η τ= + +w w w rw r wB B B B B BEQ EP EQ Ez               (9.39) 
  ε γ= + + − +w w w sw s w s w w w w w w wB B B B B B B Bi B Bi Be B Be BEQ EP Q Q EQ Q Q EQ Q Q EQ Ew( / ) ( / ) ( / )     (9.40) 
  η τ= + + +w w w rw w w w w wBi Bi Bi B B Bi B Be BiEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ez( / )           (9.41) 
  ε= +w w w wBi Bi Bi BiEQ EP Ew                   (9.42) 
  η= +w w w wBe Be B BeEQ EP Ez                   (9.43) 
  η τ= + + +s s s ws w w w w sB B B B B Be B Be BEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ez( / )           (9.44) 
  ε γ= + +s s s fs f sB B B B B BEQ EP EQ Ew                 (9.45) 
  η τ= + +f f f sf s fB B B B B BEQ EP EQ Ez                 (9.46) 
  ε= +f f f fB B B BEQ EP Ew                   (9.47) 
 
PORK SECTOR: 
  η η η η η= + + + + +r r r r r r r r r r r rK K K KB B KLd Ld KLi Li KY Y KEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez         (9.48) 
  ε γ= + +r r r wr w rK K K K K KEQ EP EQ Ew               (9.49) 
  η τ= + +w w w rw r wK K K K K KEQ EP EQ Ez               (9.50) 
  ε γ= + + − +w w w sw s w s w w w w w w wK K K K K K K Ki K Ki Ke K Ke KEQ EP Q Q EQ Q Q EQ Q Q EQ Ew( / ) ( / ) ( / )     (9.51) 
  η τ= + + +w w w rw w w w w wKi Ki Ki K K Ki K Ke KiEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ez( / )           (9.52) 
  ε= +w w w wKi Ki Ki KiEQ EP Ew                   (9.53) 
  η= +w w w wKe Ke K KeEQ EP Ez                   (9.54) 
  η τ= + + +s s s ws w w w w sK K K K K Ke K Ke KEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ez( / )           (9.55) 




  η η η η η= + + + + +r r r r r r r r r r r rLd Ld Ld LdLi Li LdB B LdK K LdY Y LdEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez        (9.57) 
  ε γ= + +r r r wr w rLd Ld Ld L L LdEQ EP EQ Ew               (9.58) 
  η η η η η= + + + + +r r r r r r r r r r r rLi Li Li LiLd Ld LiB B LiK K LiY Y LiEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez         (9.59) 
  ε= +r r r rLi Li Li LiEQ EP Ew                   (9.60) 
  η τ= + +w w w rw r wL L L L Ld LEQ EP EQ Ez               (9.61) 
  ε γ= + +w w w sw s wL L L L L LEQ EP EQ Ew               (9.62) 
  η τ= + +s s s ws w sL L L L L LEQ EP EQ Ez                 (9.63) 
  ε γ= + +s s s fs f sL L L L L LEQ EP EQ Ew                 (9.64) 
  η τ= + +f f f sf s fL L L L L LEQ EP EQ Ez                 (9.65) 
  ε= +f f f fL L L LEQ EP Ew                   (9.66) 
 
POULTRY SECTOR: 
  η η η η η= + + + + +r r r r r r r r r r r rY Y Y YB B YK K YLd Ld YLi Li YEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez         (9.67) 
  ε γ= + − +r r r wr w r r r rY Y Y Y Y Ye Y Ye YEQ EP EQ Q Q EQ Ew( / )           (9.68) 
  η= +r r r rYe Ye Y YeEQ EP Ez                   (9.69) 
η τ= + + +w w w rw r r r r wY Y Y Y Y Ye Y Ye YEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ew( / )           (9.70)   
ε= +w w w wY Y Y YEQ EP Ew                   (9.71) 
 
The term E represents a relative change operator (e.g., 























  η η η η η− − − − − =r r r r r r r r r r r rB B B BK K BLd Ld BLi Li BY Y BEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez         (9.72) 
  ε γ− − =r r r wr w rB B B B B BEQ EP EQ Ew         (9.73) 
  η τ− − =w w w rw r wB B B B B BEQ EP EQ Ez         (9.74) 
  ε γ− − − + =w w w sw s w s w w w w w w wB B B B B B B Bi B Bi Be B Be BEQ EP Q Q EQ Q Q EQ Q Q EQ Ew( / ) ( / ) ( / )     (9.75) 
  η τ− − = +w w w rw w w w w wBi Bi Bi B B Bi B Be BiEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ez( / )         (9.76) 
  ε− =w w w wBi Bi Bi BiEQ EP Ew           (9.77) 
  η− =w w w wBe Be B BeEQ EP Ez           (9.78) 
  η τ− − = +s s s ws w w w w sB B B B B Be B Be BEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ez( / )         (9.79) 
  ε γ− − =s s s fs f sB B B B B BEQ EP EQ Ew         (9.80) 
  η τ− − =f f f sf s fB B B B B BEQ EP EQ Ez         (9.81) 
  ε− =f f f fB B B BEQ EP Ew           (9.82) 
 
PORK SECTOR: 
  η η η η η− − − − − =r r r r r r r r r r r rK K K KB B KLd Ld KLi Li KY Y KEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez         (9.83) 
  ε γ− − =r r r wr w rK K K K K KEQ EP EQ Ew         (9.84) 
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  η τ− − =w w w rw r wK K K K K KEQ EP EQ Ez         (9.85) 
  ε γ− − − + =w w w sw s w s w w w w w w wK K K K K K K Ki K Ki Ke K Ke KEQ EP Q Q EQ Q Q EQ Q Q EQ Ew( / ) ( / ) ( / )     (9.86) 
  η τ− − = +w w w rw w w w w wKi Ki Ki K K Ki K Ke KiEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ez( / )         (9.87) 
  ε− =w w w wKi Ki Ki KiEQ EP Ew           (9.88) 
  η− =w w w wKe Ke K KeEQ EP Ez           (9.89) 
  η τ− − = +s s s ws w w w w sK K K K K Ke K Ke KEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ez( / )         (9.90) 
  ε− =s s s sK K K kEQ EP Ew           (9.91) 
       
LAMB SECTOR: 
  η η η η η− − − − − =r r r r r r r r r r r rLd Ld Ld LdLi Li LdB B LdK K LdY Y LdEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez        (9.92) 
  ε γ− − =r r r wr w rLd Ld Ld L L LdEQ EP EQ Ew         (9.93) 
  η η η η η− − − − − =r r r r r r r r r r r rLi Li Li LiLd Ld LiB B LiK K LiY Y LiEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez         (9.94) 
  ε− =r r r rLi Li Li LiEQ EP Ew           (9.95) 
  η τ− − =w w w rw r wL L L L Ld LEQ EP EQ Ez         (9.96) 
  ε γ− − =w w w sw s wL L L L L LEQ EP EQ Ew         (9.97) 
  η τ− − =s s s ws w sL L L L L LEQ EP EQ Ez         (9.98) 
  ε γ− − =s s s fs f sL L L L L LEQ EP EQ Ew         (9.99) 
  η τ− − =f f f sf s fL L L L L LEQ EP EQ Ez         (9.100) 
  ε− =f f f fL L L LEQ EP Ew           (9.101) 
 
POULTRY SECTOR: 
  η η η η η− − − − − =r r r r r r r r r r r rY Y Y YB B YK K YLd Ld YLi Li YEQ EP EP EP EP EP Ez         (9.102) 
  ε γ− − + =r r r wr w r r r rY Y Y Y Y Ye Y Ye YEQ EP EQ Q Q EQ Ew( / )           (9.103) 
  η− =r r r rYe Ye Y YeEQ EP Ez                   (9.104) 
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η τ− − = +w w w rw r r r r wY Y Y Y Y Ye Y Ye YEQ EP EQ Q Q Ez Ew( / )           (9.105)  







  × = ×A Y B X              (9.107) 
 
where A is a 35x35 nonsingular matrix of elasticities; Y is a 35x1 vector 
of changes in the endogenous price and quantity variables; B is a 35x35 
matrix of parameters associated with the exogenous variables; and X is a 
35x1 vector of percentage changes in the exogenous supply and  demand 
variables.  Relative changes in the endogenous variables (Y) caused by 
relative changes in animal identification costs and benefits (X) are 
calculated by solving equation (9.107) as 
 
 −= × ×1Y A B X       (9.108) 
 
 
9.2    DATA  
 







9.3    ELASTICITY  ESTIMATES  
 



















































































Slaughter Cattle Quantity ( sBQ )  0.96
(26.29)
Regression Statistics: 
Adjusted R2  0.909 0.992 0.944






































































Adjusted R2  0.987 0.999 0.991
 






















aThese estimates are obtained from the structural model presented later in the report.



















































Adjusted R2  0.898 0.991 0.638 




















































Constant  ‐5.99 ‐0.05 0.34 
(‐2.87) (‐5.24) (0.40) 
 














Adjusted R2  0.993 0.999 0.979 
 






































































9.4    SIMULATION  SCENARIOS  
 














































































































9.5    ANIMAL  IDENTIFICATION  PROGRAM  COST  ESTIMATES  
 

















































































Wholesale   0.0019%  0.0032%  0.0046%  0.0068%  0.0000%  0.0032%  0.0032% 
Slaughter    0.0303%  0.0538%  0.0815%  0.1160%  0.0001%  0.0319%  0.0538% 
Farm   0.0997%  0.1755%  0.2905%  0.4178%  0.0011%  0.1558%  0.1755% 
Pork Sector: 
Wholesale   0.0003%  0.0005%  0.0007%  0.0009%  0.0000%  0.0005%  0.0005% 
Slaughter   0.0121%  0.0206%  0.0299%  0.0399%  0.0008%  0.0046%  0.0206% 
Lamb Sector: 
Wholesale   0.0027%  0.0045%  0.0063%  0.0081%  0.0045%  0.0045%  0.0045% 
Slaughter   0.1371%  0.2286%  0.3200%  0.4318%  0.0221%  0.1308%  0.2286% 
Farm  0.1350%  0.2249%  0.3149%  0.4250%  0.0217%  0.1287%  0.2249% 
Poultry Sector: 










































9.6.1    IMPACTS  OF  FOOT­AND­MOUTH  DISEASE  OUTBREAK  WITH  
VARIOUS  DECREASES   IN  EXPORT  BEEF  DEMAND  GIVEN  VARIOUS  













































9.6    SIMULATION  RESULTS  
 






































































































































































Short  Long  Present  Percent 
Surplus Measure    Run  Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐55.57 ‐0.50 ‐613.13 ‐534.79  ‐0.177%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐152.95 ‐2.46 ‐919.68 ‐786.85  ‐0.474%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐568.31 ‐6.84 ‐1,946.61 ‐1,693.05  ‐0.862%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐570.12 ‐13.93 ‐1,869.94 ‐1,628.31  ‐1.038%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐1,354.51 ‐23.66 ‐5,260.73 ‐4,520.48  ‐0.991%
    Retail Pork  56.29 ‐0.15 142.13 127.27  0.107%
    Wholesale Pork   13.02 ‐0.75 26.96 25.34  0.041%
    Slaughter Hog  6.41 ‐1.55 ‐0.78 2.04  0.003%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  76.18 ‐2.45 167.57 155.70  0.064%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  3.84 ‐0.02 3.99 4.18  0.105%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.55 ‐0.04 ‐2.50 ‐1.78  ‐0.108%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐1.32 ‐0.17 ‐9.45 ‐7.62  ‐0.485%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐8.39 ‐0.27 ‐30.79 ‐26.57  ‐1.539%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐5.31 ‐0.50 ‐38.41 ‐31.51  ‐0.352%
    Retail Poultry  160.29 0.03 347.86 314.21  0.171%
    Wholesale Poultry  114.25 ‐0.04 270.96 245.33  0.138%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  274.28 ‐0.02 614.87 560.83  0.156%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  ‐1,018.66 ‐26.78 ‐4,537.21 ‐3,888.63  ‐0.489%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐550.31 ‐2.19 ‐1,642.31 ‐1,448.50  ‐0.446%
    Retail Pork  14.40 ‐0.74 44.28 39.88  0.019%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐9.00 ‐0.06 ‐29.08 ‐25.66  ‐0.554%
    Retail Imported Lamb  12.29 0.05 34.87 30.89  0.346%
    Retail Poultry  ‐2.16 0.14 69.85 57.70  0.014%










9.6.2    SIMULATED  EFFECTS  OF  A  50%  ADOPTION  RATE  FOR  

























































9.6.3    INCREASES   IN  BEEF  EXPORT  DEMAND  NEEDED  TO  OFFSET  
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9.6.4    INCREASES   IN  DOMESTIC  BEEF  DEMAND  NEEDED  TO  OFFSET  































































9.6.5    IMPACTS  OF  DECREASES   IN  EXPORT  BEEF  DEMAND   IF  ANIMAL  















































































































Surplus Measure  Short Run Long Run Cumulative Value  Of Total
million dollars
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  404.48 28.21 706.35 610.00  0.211%
    Wholesale Beef  681.50 85.42 962.24 833.61  0.535%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐1,123.01 ‐246.75 ‐10,583.12 ‐8,579.86  ‐4.533%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐539.41 ‐266.60 ‐7,282.04 ‐5,774.09  ‐3.801%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐556.29 ‐400.03 ‐16,056.28 ‐12,770.44  ‐2.834%
    Retail Pork  ‐44.81 0.98 ‐22.82 ‐29.75  ‐0.025%
    Wholesale Pork   ‐15.31 0.63 ‐2.07 ‐5.66  ‐0.009%
    Slaughter Hog  ‐9.53 0.67 2.58 ‐0.72  ‐0.001%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  ‐71.25 2.33 ‐23.37 ‐36.73  ‐0.015%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐0.66 0.01 ‐0.50 ‐0.54  ‐0.013%
    Wholesale Lamb  ‐0.07 0.00 ‐0.02 ‐0.03  ‐0.002%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.03 0.00 0.04 0.02  0.001%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐0.02 0.00 0.08 0.05  0.003%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐0.79 0.01 ‐0.40 ‐0.49  ‐0.005%
    Retail Poultry  ‐168.46 0.39 ‐170.41 ‐166.58  ‐0.092%
    Wholesale Poultry  ‐94.25 0.67 ‐67.80 ‐75.00  ‐0.042%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  ‐264.87 1.10 ‐247.88 ‐248.81  ‐0.070%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  ‐911.67 ‐396.57 ‐16,383.05 ‐13,206.04  ‐1.694%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  640.52 ‐75.61 ‐427.37 ‐112.74  ‐0.034%
    Retail Pork  ‐20.81 3.41 28.91 15.36  0.007%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  0.16 0.02 0.43 0.36  0.008%
    Retail Imported Lamb  ‐1.22 0.04 ‐0.64 ‐0.79  ‐0.009%
    Retail Poultry  ‐6.61 4.10 83.27 57.66  0.014%






































9.6.6    IMPACTS  OF  FOOT­AND­MOUTH  DISEASE  OUTBREAK  WITH  
VARIOUS  DECREASES   IN  EXPORT  BEEF  DEMAND  GIVEN  VARIOUS  













































9.7    CONCLUSIONS  
 






















































































10.1    THE  EQUINE  INDUSTRY  
 



























































































1986  AHC  5.25  All equids 
1986  AVMA  6.60  "Pet" equids only 
1991  AVMA  4.90  "Pet" equids only 
1996  AHC  6.90  All equids 
1996  AVMA  4.00  "Pet" equids only 
1997  USDA Census  3.02  On farms only 
1998  USDA‐NASS  5.25  All equids 
1999  USDA‐NASS  5.35  All equids 
2001  AVMA  5.10  "Pet" equids only 
2002  USDA Census  3.64  On farms only 
2003  AHC  9.20  All equids, published 2005 
2007  AQHA  2.90  AQHA Registered Horses 







































































Premises (%)  66.1 26.1  7.8
Total Equids (%)  36.1 34.2  29.7
Residence w/ Equids for personal use (%)  46.0 22.2  10.4
Boarding/Training Facilities (%)  2.8 10.4  17.2



















































































Year  (head)  Total Value  ($/head) 
1997  539,600  $1,641,196,000  $3,042  
1998  557,600  $1,753,996,000  $3,146  
















1  California  Texas  Texas  California 
2  Texas  California  Florida  Florida 
3  Florida  Florida  California  Texas 
4  Kentucky  Oklahoma  Kentucky  Kentucky 
5  Louisiana  Kentucky  Ohio  Missouri 
Source: American Horse Council Foundation Economic Impact Survey 
 



























































































































































10.3    NAIS  IN  THE  EQUINE  SPECIES  
 






























































































































































































































































10.4    EQUINE  INDUSTRY  COSTS  
 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































10.5    EQUINE  INDUSTRY  BENEFITS  
 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































10.7    INDUSTRY  CONCERNS  AND  RECOMMENDATIONS  
 



















































































































































































































































































































10.7.10    MAKING  SURE  USDA  DOES  NOT  PUT  REGULATIONS  ON  




















10.7.12    CERTAINTY  THAT  THE  HORSE  AND  CHIP  ARE  PROPERLY  



















































































10.8    INDUSTRY  OPINION  ON  NAIS  
 

















10.9    BENEFIT­COST  ANALYSIS  FOR  NAIS  FOR  EQUINE  
 






















        Number  $/premises  Industry cost 
Equine operations  570,000 $4.64   $2,643,999 
Other premises*  9,975 $4.64   $46,270 

























































































































Microchip  $14.60  100.0% $1.13 98.5%  $10,745,332 
Vet charge  $27.40  100.0% $2.12 98.5%  $20,165,897 
Vet travel  $29.36  0.0% $0.32 30.0%  $558,522 
Recording/reporting data  $4.15  100.0% $0.32 98.5%  $3,054,324 














































































































































































Number of trips per year  operations  trips  Total trips  Total scans*  Industry cost 
1‐9  91.8% 5 1,527,919 6,111,677  $4,954,237 
10‐99  45.9%
54.
5 8,327,160 33,308,639  $27,000,593 
100+  4.4%
12
5 1,830,840 7,323,360  $5,936,450 
Total  11,685,919 46,743,675  $37,891,280 
Annual equine sales  Head  Total scans**  Industry cost 
Total  487,808 975,616  $790,852 
































































































































































10.10    CONCLUSIONS  
 





























11.    MINOR  SPECIES 
 
11.1    BISON  
 







































































11.2    CAMELIDS  
 

























































11.3    CERVIDS  
 




































































11.4    GOATS  
 




































































12.    OTHER  BENEFITS  OF  NAIS  ADOPTION 
 


















12.1.    ENHANCING  ANIMAL  HEALTH  SURVEILLANCE  AND  
DISEASE  ERADICATION  
 







































12.2    REDUCING  ECONOMIC  IMPACT  OF  DISEASE  
OUTBREAKS  
 






















12.3.    REGIONALIZATION  AND  COMPARTMENTALIZATION  
TO  RE­ESTABLISH  MARKET  ACCESS  
 






























12.4.    REDUCING  PRODUCER  COSTS  ASSOCIATED  WITH  
ANIMAL  DISEASE  TESTING  
 

























12.5.    ENHANCING  ANIMAL  WELFARE  IN  RESPONSE  TO  
NATURAL  DISASTERS  
 














12.6    FACILITATING  MEETING  COUNTRY­OF­ORIGIN  
LABELING  REQUIREMENTS  
 


















12.7    REDUCING  INFORMATION  ASYMMETRY  BY  
INCREASING  TRANSPARENCY  IN  SUPPLY  CHAIN  
 














12.8    REDUCING  RISK  OF  UNFOUNDED  RESPONSIBILITY  IN  
LIABILITY  CLAIMS  
 









12.9    IMPROVING  EFFICIENCY  OF  VALUE  ADDED  AND  
CERTIFIED  PROGRAMS  
 






















12.10    SOCIAL  BENEFITS  OF  ANIMAL  TRACING  
 


















12.11.  ENHANCING  GLOBAL  COMPETITIVENESS    
 



























































Australia  28,560  M  M V M M  M
Botswana  3,100  V  M NA M M  V
Brazil  207,157  M  V M V M  V
Canada  14,830  V  M NA M V  M
European 
Union 
90,355  M  M V V M  M
Japan  4,391  M  M V V M  M
Mexico  28,648  V  V V V V  V
Namibia  2,384  M  M V V M  M
New 
Zealand* 
9,652  V  V V V V  V
South 
Korea* 
2,484  M  M V V M  M
Uruguay  11,956  M  M V M M  M
United 
States* 
96,702  V  V V V V  V











13.    INFORMATION  GLEANED  FROM  INDUSTRY  
MEETINGS  AND  LESSONS  LEARNED 
 














13.1    COST  OF  ANIMAL  ID  IS  JUST  A  COST  OF  DOING  
BUSINESS  
 












13.2    MANDATE,  TELL  US  THE  RULES,  AND  WE’LL  ADJUST  
 


















13.3    NOT  MANDATING  WILL  RESULT  IN  LOW  ANIMAL  
MOVEMENT  TRACKING  
 










13.4    STAKEHOLDERS  DO  NOT  LARGELY  SUPPORT  A  NAIS  
NATIONAL  DATA  BANK  
 











13.5    BUT,  NOT  HAVING  A  COORDINATED  NATIONAL  DATA  
BASE  IS  PROBLEMATIC  
 









13.6    DO  NOT  KNOW  ANIMAL  DENSITY  OR  LOCATION  
MAKING  SURVEILLANCE  HARD  
 








13.7    LARGER  FIRMS  NEED  COMMON  TECHNOLOGY    
 















13.8    DO  NOT  ADD  REDUNDANCIES  TO  CURRENT  
PRACTICES  
 










13.9    NAIS  ENABLES  US  TO  REGIONALIZE  AND  PERHAPS  
COMPARTMENTALIZE  ISSUES  
 







13.10    BREEDING  HERDS  ARE  BIGGEST  CHALLENGE  AND  
NEED  FOR  NAIS  
 




13.11    NEGATIVE  EXTERNALITY  ON  NON­ADOPTERS,  
SOCIAL  VALUE  EXCEEDS  PRIVATE  
 
















13.12    FIRST  BREACH  OF  CONFIDENTIALITY  WILL  BE  
DISASTER  
 







13.13    TECHNOLOGY  NEEDS  TO  BE  ERROR  FREE  
 













13.14    PACKERS  WILL  BENEFIT  BUT  DO  NOT  PAY  THE  
COSTS  
 











13.15    NAIS  IS  A  GOOD  THING  FOR  GLOBAL  INDUSTRY  
 












14.1    LACK  OF  DATA  NECESSARY  FOR  PRECISE  ESTIMATION  
 


























14.2    BENEFIT­COST  ESTIMATES  ARE  BASED  ON  CURRENT  
TECHNOLOGY  AND  PRICES  
 


















14.3    COSTS  ARE  PROBABLE  AND  BENEFITS  ARE  POTENTIAL  
 





















































14.4    SYNERGISM  AND  SUBSTITUTION  OF  NAIS  ADOPTION  
IS  LARGELY  IGNORED  
 













14.5    LACK  PET  AND  HOBBY  DATA  
 































14.6    WE  ASSUME  THE  REST  OF  THE  WORLD  IS  STATIC  
 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX  A3:    



































































APPENDIX  A4:  BOVINE  COST  APPENDICES 
 




   1‐49  50‐99  100‐499  500‐999  1000‐1999  2000‐4999  5,000+ 
Number of operations  585,050 94,490 72,855 4,180  980  290 55
Percent of operations currently tagging  35.1% 54.3% 61.0% 61.4%  61.4%  61.4% 61.4%
Average herd size, head  15.7 65.2 175.9 633.9  1,182.90  2,512.60 7,828.50
Bulls in herd, head (500+ lbs)  0.6 2.6 7 25.1  46.8  99.3 309.4
Calving rate, %  95.6% 95.6% 95.6% 95.6%  95.6%  95.6% 95.6%
Calving rate adjusted for twinning, %  94.3% 94.3% 94.3% 94.3%  94.3%  94.3% 94.3%
Calf death loss before 24 hours, %  1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4%  1.4%  1.4% 1.4%
Calf death loss after 24 hours, %  4.4% 4.4% 4.4% 4.4%  4.4%  4.4% 4.4%
Replacements retained, %  15.1% 15.1% 15.1% 15.1%  15.1%  15.1% 15.1%
Replacement animals, head  2.4 9.8 26.6 95.7  178.6  379.3 1,181.80
Cow death (disappearance) loss, %  4.1% 4.1% 4.1% 4.1%  4.1%  4.1% 4.1%
Cull rate, %  11.0% 11.0% 11.0% 11.0%  11.0%  11.0% 11.0%
Cows culled, head  1.7 7.2 19.4 69.7  130.1  276.4 861.1
Bulls culled, head  0.2 0.6 1.7 6.3  11.7  24.8 77.4
Total animals sold, head  13.4 55.9 150.7 543.1  1,013.50  2,152.70 6,707.30
Calves born and alive at 24 hours, head  14.6 60.6 163.5 589.2  1,099.50  2,335.40 7,276.50
Calves dead after 24 hours, head  0.7 2.7 7.3 26.4  49.2  104.6 325.9






   1‐49  50‐99  100‐499  500‐999  1000‐1999  2000‐4999  5,000+ 
Number of calves to retag, head  0.3 1.4 3.9 14.1 26.3 55.8 173.8
Total cows and bulls tagged, head  0.4 1.7 4.6 16.5 30.7 65.3 203.4
Total tags purchased  15.3 63.7 172 619.7 1,156.50 2,456.50 7,653.70
Tag loss rate, %  2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50%
RFID button tag cost, $/tag  $2.50  $2.30  $2.20  $2.00  $2.00  $2.00  $2.00 
Total RFID tag cost, $/operation  $41  $155  $400  $1,312  $2,447  $5,199  $16,197 
RFID tag applicator cost, $/unit  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83 
Number of tag applicators  1 1 2 4 5 6 7
Years of RFID tag applicator  4 4 4 4 4 4 4




   1‐49  100‐499  500‐999  1000‐1999  2000‐4999  5,000+  5,000+ 
Number of calves to retag, head  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total cows and bulls tagged, head  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total tags purchased  13.4 55.9 150.7 543.1 1,013.50 2,152.70 6,707.30
Tag loss rate, %  2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50%
RFID button tag cost, $/tag  $2.50  $2.30  $2.20  $2.00  $2.00  $2.00  $2.00 
Total RFID tag cost, $/operation  $36  $136  $351  $1,149  $2,145  $4,556  $14,194 
RFID tag applicator cost, $/unit  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83 
Number of tag applicators  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Years of RFID tag applicator  4 4 4 4 4 4 4





   1‐49  50‐99  100‐499  500‐999  1000‐1999  2000‐4999  5,000+ 
RFID Tag Labor Cost 
Labor rate, $/hour  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80 
Time to tag 2X / animal, seconds  30 30 30 30 30 30 30
Cost of tagging animal 2X, $/head  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08 
Cost of tagging, $/operation  $1  $5  $14  $51  $95  $202  $629 
Labor and Chute Costs 
Setup time for retag, hours  0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Hours required to re‐tag / sort  0.26 0.31 0.41 0.81 1.29 2.47 7.17
Number of employees   1 3 4 5 6 6 6
Labor cost to retag, $/operation  $3  $10  $17  $42  $81  $154  $446 
Chute charge, $/head  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00 
Total chute cost, $/operation  $1  $3  $9  $32  $60  $128  $399 
Cattle Shrink Costs 
Average calf weight, lbs/head  524 524 524 524 524 524 524
Shrink, lbs/head  2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Average calf price, $/lb  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21 
Percent of price to assign to shrink  25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%
Average cow weight, lbs/head  1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274
Shrink, lbs/head  2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Average cow price, $/lb  $0.48  $0.48  $0.48  $0.48  $0.48  $0.48  $0.48 
Percent of price to assign to shrink  25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%
Total shrink costs, $/operation  $1  $6  $15  $54  $100  $213  $663 
Miscellaneous Costs 
Human injury, $/operation  $0  $1  $2  $6  $12  $23  $70 
Animal injury, $/operation  $0  $1  $1  $5  $9  $19  $60 






   1‐49  100‐499  500‐999  1000‐1999  2000‐4999  5,000+  5,000+ 
RFID Tag Labor Cost 
Labor rate, $/hour  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80   $9.80  $9.80  $9.80 
Time to tag 2X / animal, seconds  0 0 0 0  0 0 0
Cost of tagging animal 2X, $/head  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00   $0.00  $0.00  $0.00 
Cost of tagging, $/operation  $0  $0  $0  $0   $0  $0  $0 
Labor and Chute Costs 
Setup time for retag, hours  0 0 0 0  0 0 0
Hours required to re‐tag / sort  0 0 0 0  0 0 0
Number of employees   0 0 0 0  0 0 0
Labor cost to retag, $/operation  $0  $0  $0  $0   $0  $0  $0 
Chute charge, $/head  $2.54  $2.54  $2.54  $2.54   $2.54  $2.54  $2.54 
Total chute cost, $/operation  $34  $142  $384  $1,382   $2,578  $5,477  $17,065 
Cattle Shrink Costs 
Average calf weight, lbs/head  524 524 524 524  524 524 524
Shrink, lbs/head  2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62  2.62 2.62 2.62
Average calf price, $/lb  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21   $1.21  $1.21  $1.21 
Percent of price to assign to shrink  25% 25% 25% 25%  25% 25% 25%
Average cow weight, lbs/head  1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274  1,274 1,274 1,274
Shrink, lbs/head  2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75  2.75 2.75 2.75
Average cow price, $/lb  $0.48  $0.48  $0.48  $0.48   $0.48  $0.48  $0.48 
Percent of price to assign to shrink  25% 25% 25% 25%  25% 25% 25%
Total shrink costs, $/operation  $10  $41  $109  $394   $735  $1,561  $4,863 
Miscellaneous Costs 
Human injury, $/operation  $0  $0  $0  $0   $0  $0  $0 
Animal injury, $/operation  $2  $9  $24  $86   $161  $343  $1,068 





   1‐49  50‐99  100‐499  500‐999  1000‐1999  2000‐4999  5,000+ 
Animals Bought and Number of 
Reads 
Average cattle bought  6 18 44 135  135 135 135
Animals sold through auction, %  69.60% 69.60% 69.60% 69.60%  69.60% 69.60% 69.60%
Non‐auction cattle bought, head  1.8 5.5 13.3 41.2  41.2 41.2 41.2
Misread percentage  2.80% 2.80% 2.80% 2.80%  2.80% 2.80% 2.80%
Total reads of electronic tags  1.8 5.7 13.6 42.3  42.3 42.3 42.3
RFID System is:  Outsourced Outsourced Outsourced Outsourced  Outsourced Outsourced Outsourced
RFID capital cost per read  $4.35  $1.96  $1.62  $1.14   $1.14  $1.14  $1.14 
Labor/chute costs per read  $1.38  $0.47  $0.22  $0.17   $0.17  $0.17  $0.17 
Shrink/injury cost per read  $0.22  $0.08  $0.04  $0.02   $0.02  $0.02  $0.02 
Total RFID cost, $/read  $5.95  $2.51  $1.88  $1.33   $1.33  $1.33  $1.33 










   1‐49  50‐99  100‐199  200‐499  500‐999 
1,000‐
1,999  2000+ 
Number of operations  33,435 20,980 9,325 4,555 1,700 920 595
Percent of operations currently tagging  86.50% 86.50% 86.50% 86.50% 86.50% 86.50% 86.50%
Average herd size, head  20.3 67.2 131.6 299.6 673.4 1,323.90 3,555.50
Bulls in herd, 500+ 17, Dairy 9  0.2 0.7 1.4 3.2 7.3 14.3 38.3
Calves per cow, %  92.50% 92.50% 90.10% 90.10% 86.30% 86.30% 86.30%
Calving rate adjusted for twinning, %  89.50% 89.50% 87.20% 87.20% 83.50% 83.50% 83.50%
Calf death loss before 48 hours, %  6.50% 6.50% 6.50% 6.50% 6.50% 6.50% 6.50%
Calf death loss after 48 hours, %  8.30% 8.30% 9.20% 9.20% 6.50% 6.50% 6.50%
Replacements retained, %  44.80% 44.80% 44.80% 44.80% 44.80% 44.80% 44.80%
Replacement animals, head  9.1 30.1 59 134.3 301.8 593.4 1,593.70
Cow death (disappearance) loss, %  4.80% 4.80% 5.80% 5.80% 6.10% 6.10% 6.10%
Cull rate, %  24.10% 24.10% 23.70% 23.70% 23.40% 23.40% 23.40%
Cows culled, head  4.9 16.2 31.2 71 157.6 309.8 832
Bulls culled, head  0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.8 3.6 9.6
Total animals sold, head  11.8 39.2 72.5 165.1 363.1 714 1,917.40
Calves born and at 48 hours, head  18.1 60.2 114.8 261.2 562.3 1,105.50 2,968.80
Calves dead after 48 hours, head  1.6 5.3 11.3 25.7 39.1 76.9 206.4








   1‐49  50‐99  100‐199  200‐499  500‐999 
1,000‐
1,999  2000+ 
Number of calves to retag, head  0.4 1.3 2.5 5.7 12.6 24.9 66.7
Number of cows and bulls to retag, head  0.5 1.7 3.3 7.6 17 33.5 89.8
Total tags purchased  19.1 63.2 120.6 274.5 591.9 1,163.80 3,125.40
Tag loss rate, %  2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50%
RFID button tag cost, $/tag  $2.50  $2.30  $2.20  $2.10  $2.00  $2.00  $2.00 
Total RFID tag cost, $/operation  $51  $157  $286  $621  $1,276  $2,508  $6,735 
RFID tag applicator cost, $/unit  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83 
Number of tag applicators  1 1 2 3 4 5 6
Years of RFID tag applicator  4 4 4 4 4 4 4







   1‐49  50‐99  100‐199  200‐499  500‐999  1,000‐1,999  2000+ 
Number of calves to retag, head  0 0 0  0 0 0 0
Number of cows and bulls to retag, head  0 0 0  0 0 0 0
Total tags purchased  11.8 39.2 72.5  165.1 363.1 714 1,917.40
Tag loss rate, %  2.50% 2.50% 2.50%  2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50%
RFID button tag cost, $/tag  $2.50  $2.40  $2.30   $2.20  $2.10  $2.00  $2.00 
Total RFID tag cost, $/operation  $32  $101  $180   $391  $822  $1,539  $4,132 
RFID tag applicator cost, $/unit  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83   $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83 
Number of tag applicators  0 0 0  0 0 0 0
Years of RFID tag applicator  4 4 4  4 4 4 4









   1‐49  50‐99  100‐199  200‐499  500‐999  1,000‐1,999  2000+ 
RFID Tag Labor Cost 
Labor rate, $/hour  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80 
Time to tag 2X / animal, seconds  30 30 30 30 30 30 30
Cost of tagging animal 2X, $/head  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08  $0.08 
Cost of tagging, $/operation  $2  $5  $10  $23  $49  $97  $261 
Labor and Chute Costs 
Setup time for retag, hours  0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Hours required to re‐tag / sort  0.27 0.31 0.36 0.49 0.79 1.32 3.12
Number of employees   1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Labor cost to retag, $/operation  $3  $3  $4  $5  $8  $14  $33 
Chute charge, $/head  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00 
Total chute cost, $/operation  $1  $3  $6  $13  $30  $58  $157 
Cattle Shrink Costs 
Average calf weight, lbs/head  524 524 524 524 524 524 524
Shrink, lbs/head  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average calf price, $/lb  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21 
Percent of price to assign to shrink  25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%
Average cow weight, lbs/head  1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274
Shrink, lbs/head  2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Average cow price, $/lb  $0.45  $0.45  $0.45  $0.45  $0.45  $0.45  $0.45 
Percent of price to assign to shrink  25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%
Total shrink costs, $/operation  $0  $0  $1  $2  $5  $9  $25 
Miscellaneous Costs 
Human injury, $/operation  $0  $1  $1  $2  $4  $7  $19 
Animal injury, $/operation  $0  $0  $1  $2  $5  $9  $25 






   1‐49  50‐99  100‐199  200‐499  500‐999  1,000‐1,999  2000+ 
RFID Tag Labor Cost 
Labor rate, $/hour  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80   $9.80  $9.80  $9.80 
Time to tag 2X / animal, seconds  0 0 0 0  0 0 0
Cost of tagging animal 2X, $/head  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00   $0.00  $0.00  $0.00 
Cost of tagging, $/operation  $0  $0  $0  $0   $0  $0  $0 
Labor and Chute Costs 
Setup time for retag, hours  0 0 0 0  0 0 0
Hours required to re‐tag / sort  0 0 0 0  0 0 0
Number of employees   0 0 0 0  0 0 0
Labor cost to retag, $/operation  $0  $0  $0  $0   $0  $0  $0 
Chute charge, $/head  $2.54  $2.54  $2.54  $2.54   $2.54  $2.54  $2.54 
Total chute cost, $/operation  $30  $100  $185  $420   $924  $1,817  $4,878 
Cattle Shrink Costs 
Average calf weight, lbs/head  524 524 524 524  524 524 524
Shrink, lbs/head  0 0 0 0  0 0 0
Average calf price, $/lb  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21  $1.21   $1.21  $1.21  $1.21 
Percent of price to assign to shrink  25% 25% 25% 25%  25% 25% 25%
Average cow weight, lbs/head  1,274 1,274 1,274 1,274  1,274 1,274 1,274
Shrink, lbs/head  2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75  2.75 2.75 2.75
Average cow price, $/lb  $0.45  $0.45  $0.45  $0.45   $0.45  $0.45  $0.45 
Percent of price to assign to shrink  25% 25% 25% 25%  25% 25% 25%
Total shrink costs, $/operation  $2  $5  $10  $22   $49  $97  $260 
Miscellaneous Costs 
Human injury, $/operation  $0  $0  $0  $0   $0  $0  $0 
Animal injury, $/operation  $2  $6  $12  $26   $58  $114  $305 










Average cattle bought  3 10 19 44  134 264 710
Animals sold through auction, %  69.60% 69.60% 69.60% 69.60%  69.60% 69.60% 69.60%
Non‐auction cattle bought, head  0.9 2.9 5.9 13.4  40.9 80.3 215.7
Misread percentage  2.80% 2.80% 2.80% 2.80%  2.80% 2.80% 2.80%
Total reads of electronic tags  23.8 78.9 154.7 352.2  802.9 1,578.60 4,239.50
RFID System is:  Outsourced Outsourced Outsourced Outsourced  Owned  Owned  Owned 
RFID capital cost per read  $1.26  $0.96  $0.90  $0.88   $0.64  $0.33  $0.13 
Labor/chute costs per read  $0.26  $0.20  $0.14  $0.13   $0.12  $0.12  $0.12 
Shrink/injury cost per read  $0.04  $0.03  $0.02  $0.02   $0.02  $0.02  $0.02 
Total RFID cost, $/read  $1.57  $1.18  $1.05  $1.03   $0.78  $0.46  $0.26 









   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
Number of operations  21,438 11,334 6,333 4,333 3,329 2,316 1,787








Total calves available for sale, head  30.2 102.3 340.8 490 712.6 1,433.70 2,924.80
Table A4.3.2  Tags and Tag Applicators Required per Backgrounding Operation by Size of Operation 
Operation Size Category 
   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 








Number of calves to retag, head  0.8 2.6 8.5 12.2 17.8 35.8 73.1
Total tags purchased  0.8 2.6 8.5 12.2 17.8 35.8 73.1
RFID button tag cost, $/tag  $2.50  $2.50  $2.50  $2.50  $2.50  $2.40  $2.30 








Number of tag applicators  1 2 2 2 3 3 3
Years of RFID tag applicator  4 4 4 4 4 4 4






   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
RFID Tag Labor Cost 
Labor rate, $/hour  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80   $9.80  $9.80  $9.80 
Labor and Chute Costs 
Setup time for retag, hours  0.25  0.25 0.25 0.25  0.25 0.25 0.25
Hours required to re‐tag / sort  0.26  0.3 0.41 0.47  0.58 0.91 1.59
Number of employees   2  2 2 3  3 3 4
Labor cost to retag, $/operation  $5  $6  $8  $14   $17  $27  $62 
Chute charge, $/head  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00   $1.00  $1.00  $1.00 
Total chute cost, $/operation  $1  $3  $9  $12   $18  $36  $73 
Cattle Shrink Costs 
Average calf weight, lbs/head  700  700 700 700  700 700 700
Shrink, lbs/head  2.75  2.75 2.75 2.75  2.75 2.75 2.75
Average calf price, $/lb  $1.09  $1.09  $1.09  $1.09   $1.09  $1.09  $1.09 
Percent of price to assign to shrink  25%  25% 25% 25%  25% 25% 25%
Total shrink costs, $/operation  $1  $2  $6  $9   $13  $27  $55 
Miscellaneous Costs 
Human injury, $/operation  $0  $0  $1  $1   $1  $2  $4 
Animal injury, $/operation  $0  $0  $1  $2   $3  $6  $12 







   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
Animals Bought and Number of 
Reads 
Average cattle bought  30.5 103.7 345.3 496.4  722 1,452.60 2,963.30
Animals sold through auction, %  69.60% 69.60% 69.60% 69.60%  69.60% 69.60% 69.60%
Non‐auction cattle bought, head  9.3 31.5 105 150.9  219.5 441.6 900.8
Misread percentage  2.80% 2.80% 2.80% 2.80%  2.80% 2.80% 2.80%
Total reads of electronic tags  10.7 36.4 121.4 174.5  253.8 510.6 1,041.50
RFID System is:  Outsourced Outsourced Outsourced Outsourced  Outsourced Outsourced Owned 
RFID capital cost per read  $1.61  $1.13  $0.99  $0.97   $0.95  $0.93  $0.84 
Labor/chute costs per read  $0.22  $0.23  $0.25  $0.24   $0.29  $0.28  $0.29 
Shrink/injury cost per read  $0.24  $0.23  $0.22  $0.22   $0.22  $0.22  $0.22 
Total RFID cost, $/read  $2.07  $1.59  $1.47  $1.43   $1.46  $1.44  $1.35 















Number of operations  85,000  809 564 343 182  78 55 71 58 
Fed cattle marketings, head  43.5  964.2 2,473.40 5,755.10 13,928.60  27,769.20 42,345.50 61,633.80 118,982.80 
Disappearance, %  3.00%  3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00%  3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 
Estimated placements, head  44.9  994 2,549.90 5,933.10 14,359.40  28,628.10 43,655.10 63,540.00 122,662.60 
Death loss, %  1.30%  1.30% 1.30% 1.30% 1.30%  1.30% 1.30% 1.30% 1.30% 










Estimated placements, head  44.9  994 2,549.90 5,933.10 14,359.40  28,628.10 43,655.10 63,540.00 122,662.60 
Tag loss rate, %  2.50%  2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50%  2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 
Number of calves to retag, head  1.1  24.5 62.9 146.4 354.3  706.4 1,077.20 1,567.80 3,026.70 
Total tags purchased  1.1  24.5 62.9 146.4 354.3  706.4 1,077.20 1,567.80 3,026.70 
RFID button tag cost, $/tag  $2.50   $2.50  $2.30  $2.20  $2.10   $2.00  $2.00  $2.00  $2.00  
Total RFID tag cost, 
$/operation  $6   $73  $165  $349  $788   $1,482  $2,253  $3,272  $6,303  
RFID tag applicator cost, $/unit  $11.83   $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83   $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  $11.83  
Number of tag applicators  1  3 5 5 5  5 5 5 5 
Years of RFID tag applicator  4  4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 
Annual cost of tag applicator, 






















Labor rate, $/hour  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80  $9.80 
Labor and Chute Costs 
Setup time for retag, hours  0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25  0.25 0.25 0.25  0.25 0.25
Hours required to re‐tag / sort  0.27 0.7 1.4 2.93  6.75 13.2 20  28.99 55.74
Number of employees   3 3 4 5  6 6 6  6 6
Labor cost to retag, 
$/operation  $8  $21  $55  $144  $397  $776  $1,176  $1,705  $3,277 
Chute charge, $/head  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00  $1.00 




0 1,200 1,200 1,200  1,200 1,200 1,200  1,200 1,200
Shrink, lbs/head  3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25  3.25 3.25 3.25  3.25 3.25
Average calf price, $/lb  $0.95  $0.95  $0.95  $0.95  $0.95  $0.95  $0.95  $0.95  $0.95 
Percent of price to assign to 
shrink  25% 25% 25% 25%  25% 25% 25%  25% 25%
Total shrink costs, $/operation  $1  $19  $49  $113  $275  $547  $835  $1,215  $2,345 
Miscellaneous Costs 
Human injury, $/operation  $1  $1  $4  $10  $26  $52  $78  $113  $218 
Animal injury, $/operation  $0  $4  $10  $23  $56  $112  $172  $250  $482 




















Average cattle bought  44.9  994 2,549.9 5,933.1 14,359.4  28,628.1 43,655.1 63,540.0 122,662.6 
Animals sold through 
auction, %  69.60%  69.60% 69.60% 69.60% 69.60%  69.60% 69.60% 69.60% 69.60% 
Non‐auction cattle bought, 
head  13.6  302.2 775.2 1,803.7 4,365.2  8,702.9 13,271.2 19,316.2 37,289.4 
Misread percentage  2.80%  2.80% 2.80% 2.80% 2.80%  2.80% 2.80% 2.80% 2.80% 
Total reads of electronic 
tags  15.8  349.4 896.2 2,085.3 4,678.0  9,326.5 14,222.0 20,700.1 39,961.1 
RFID System is:  Outsourced  Outsourced Outsourced Owned  Owned  Owned  Owned  Owned  Owned 
RFID capital cost per read  $1.44   $0.95  $0.93  $0.46  $0.45   $0.27  $0.20  $0.17  $0.12  
Labor/chute costs per read  $0.31   $0.35  $0.34  $0.34  $0.31   $0.31  $0.31  $0.30  $0.30  
Shrink/injury cost per read  $0.26   $0.24  $0.24  $0.24  $0.15   $0.15  $0.15  $0.15  $0.15  
Total RFID cost, $/read  $2.00   $1.53  $1.51  $1.04  $0.91   $0.73  $0.66  $0.62  $0.58  
Total RFID cost, 
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APPENDICES  A9:  MODELING  MARKET  EFFECTS  OF  ANIMAL  
IDENTIFICATION  
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independent uniform  3, 3−  distributions with mean 0 and variance 1.  
The histograms and scatter plot of the marginal distributions indicate 
that the pseudo‐samples appear to be uniformly and independently 























17 As we indicate above, the Iman-Conover process can easily be implemented in Excel or 
other programming environments. Following is R code that can be used to compute the 
reordered correlated pseudo-sample. The user calls the function with the YI and SIGMA 
matrices. The function returns the correlated YC sample matrix. 
ImanConover=function(yi,sigma) { 
yc=yi   
ydim=dim(yi)             # record the dimension of the YI matrix 
zi=matrix(rnorm(ydim[1]*ydim[2]),ydim[1],ydim[2])   # populate the normal(0,1) ZI matrix 
zc=(zi %*% (solve(chol(cov(zi)))) %*% (chol(sigma))  # create the correlated ZC matrix 
for (j in 1:ncols) { 
 ys=sort(yi[,j]) 




















APPENDIX  A9.2:    CONSUMER/PRODUCER  SURPLUS  CHANGES  UNDER  VARIOUS  LEVELS  










Run  Cumulative  Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐9.91 ‐0.12 ‐134.03  ‐112.66 ‐0.038%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐35.51 ‐0.62 ‐210.97  ‐178.39 ‐0.107%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐139.42 ‐1.73 ‐489.86  ‐423.79 ‐0.214%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐143.55 ‐3.39 ‐478.26  ‐417.24 ‐0.264%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐332.15 ‐5.84 ‐1,304.29  ‐1,115.00 ‐0.243%
    Retail Pork  14.59 ‐0.05 36.65  33.06 0.028%
    Wholesale Pork   3.28 ‐0.23 6.26  5.98 0.010%
    Slaughter Hog  1.52 ‐0.47 ‐1.51  ‐0.47 ‐0.001%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  19.49 ‐0.75 41.00  38.63 0.016%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  1.19 ‐0.01 1.18  1.25 0.032%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.17 ‐0.01 ‐0.80  ‐0.56 ‐0.034%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.42 ‐0.06 ‐3.00  ‐2.40 ‐0.153%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐2.67 ‐0.08 ‐9.80  ‐8.49 ‐0.485%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐1.73 ‐0.16 ‐12.25  ‐10.12 ‐0.112%
    Retail Poultry  41.95 0.01 92.28  83.63 0.045%
    Wholesale Poultry  30.18 ‐0.01 71.04  64.47 0.037%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  72.05 0.00 161.94  146.66 0.041%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  ‐243.94 ‐6.80 ‐1,109.90  ‐947.86 ‐0.119%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐136.70 ‐0.55 ‐409.41  ‐360.75 ‐0.112%
    Retail Pork  3.33 ‐0.23 9.90  8.87 0.004%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐2.86 ‐0.02 ‐9.27  ‐8.13 ‐0.175%
    Retail Imported Lamb  3.80 0.02 10.83  9.61 0.107%
    Retail Poultry  ‐0.46 0.04 18.61  15.49 0.004%












Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐19.00 ‐0.21 ‐242.15 ‐205.58  ‐0.069%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐64.02 ‐1.09 ‐383.90 ‐326.55  ‐0.196%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐245.81 ‐3.04 ‐858.36 ‐745.70  ‐0.376%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐253.96 ‐5.97 ‐843.38 ‐736.59  ‐0.466%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐588.54 ‐10.28 ‐2,303.37 ‐1,967.53  ‐0.428%
    Retail Pork  25.44 ‐0.08 63.81 57.33  0.048%
    Wholesale Pork   5.71 ‐0.39 11.10 10.54  0.017%
    Slaughter Hog  2.69 ‐0.80 ‐2.31 ‐0.53  ‐0.001%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  33.92 ‐1.27 72.10 67.63  0.028%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  1.98 ‐0.01 2.01 2.10  0.053%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.29 ‐0.02 ‐1.34 ‐0.93  ‐0.057%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.70 ‐0.09 ‐5.00 ‐4.01  ‐0.256%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐4.45 ‐0.14 ‐16.31 ‐14.05  ‐0.809%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐2.85 ‐0.26 ‐20.40 ‐16.84  ‐0.187%
    Retail Poultry  73.02 0.01 159.98 145.24  0.079%
    Wholesale Poultry  52.30 ‐0.02 123.58 112.07  0.064%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  125.39 ‐0.01 282.19 256.42  0.071%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  ‐434.81 ‐11.92 ‐1,968.97 ‐1,677.80  ‐0.212%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐240.60 ‐0.97 ‐717.43 ‐636.20  ‐0.197%
    Retail Pork  5.89 ‐0.39 17.47 15.79  0.008%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐4.76 ‐0.03 ‐15.42 ‐13.55  ‐0.292%
    Retail Imported Lamb  6.36 0.03 18.12 16.13  0.180%
    Retail Poultry  ‐1.10 0.07 31.55 26.15  0.006%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐35.39 ‐0.34 ‐408.54 ‐346.87  ‐0.117%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐105.18 ‐1.71 ‐630.50 ‐534.45  ‐0.326%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐396.21 ‐4.77 ‐1,373.30 ‐1,181.33  ‐0.603%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐398.55 ‐9.70 ‐1,308.38 ‐1,159.81  ‐0.733%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐940.97 ‐16.47 ‐3,702.95 ‐3,149.67  ‐0.691%
    Retail Pork  39.44 ‐0.12 99.31 89.22  0.075%
    Wholesale Pork   9.01 ‐0.56 18.33 17.21  0.028%
    Slaughter Hog  4.34 ‐1.16 ‐1.87 0.57  0.001%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  53.18 ‐1.84 115.28 107.89  0.044%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  2.83 ‐0.01 2.93 3.09  0.077%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.41 ‐0.03 ‐1.86 ‐1.30  ‐0.080%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.97 ‐0.13 ‐7.00 ‐5.62  ‐0.357%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐6.22 ‐0.20 ‐22.84 ‐19.68  ‐1.136%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐3.96 ‐0.37 ‐28.50 ‐23.41  ‐0.261%
    Retail Poultry  112.90 0.02 245.51 223.17  0.121%
    Wholesale Poultry  80.87 ‐0.03 190.52 174.04  0.098%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  194.69 ‐0.01 438.73 398.11  0.110%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  ‐706.45 ‐18.81 ‐3,157.19 ‐2,704.56  ‐0.342%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐384.34 ‐1.52 ‐1,146.63 ‐1,015.54  ‐0.313%
    Retail Pork  9.72 ‐0.56 28.88 26.24  0.013%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐6.67 ‐0.05 ‐21.56 ‐18.96  ‐0.411%
    Retail Imported Lamb  8.98 0.04 25.73 22.80  0.255%
    Retail Poultry  ‐1.62 0.10 48.67 41.06  0.010%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  2.22 0.01 6.28 5.61  0.002%
    Wholesale Beef  0.29 0.00 1.12 0.97  0.001%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐0.40 0.00 ‐0.28 ‐0.24  0.000%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐0.40 ‐0.03 ‐0.40 ‐0.34  0.000%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  1.58 ‐0.03 6.17 5.39  0.001%
    Retail Pork  0.71 0.00 1.61 1.47  0.001%
    Wholesale Pork   0.15 ‐0.02 0.17 0.18  0.000%
    Slaughter Hog  0.05 ‐0.03 ‐0.28 ‐0.19  0.000%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  0.92 ‐0.05 1.45 1.41  0.001%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  0.18 0.00 0.14 0.16  0.004%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.03 0.00 ‐0.17 ‐0.12  ‐0.007%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.10 ‐0.01 ‐0.61 ‐0.50  ‐0.032%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐0.46 ‐0.01 ‐1.72 ‐1.49  ‐0.085%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐0.34 ‐0.03 ‐2.35 ‐1.93  ‐0.021%
    Retail Poultry  2.10 0.00 4.49 4.06  0.002%
    Wholesale Poultry  1.55 0.00 3.38 3.08  0.002%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  3.70 0.00 7.90 7.19  0.002%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  5.55 ‐0.11 12.97 11.91  0.001%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐1.34 0.01 ‐1.91 ‐1.82  ‐0.001%
    Retail Pork  0.10 ‐0.02 0.19 0.18  0.000%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐0.51 ‐0.01 ‐1.71 ‐1.50  ‐0.032%
    Retail Imported Lamb  0.62 0.00 1.86 1.64  0.018%
    Retail Poultry  ‐0.08 0.00 0.68 0.56  0.000%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐19.99 ‐0.18 ‐205.37 ‐172.81  ‐0.058%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐52.22 ‐0.84 ‐301.62 ‐252.85  ‐0.152%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐195.84 ‐2.24 ‐678.74 ‐590.99  ‐0.297%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐186.17 ‐5.00 ‐622.94 ‐545.99  ‐0.345%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐458.30 ‐8.24 ‐1,785.11 ‐1,525.54  ‐0.334%
    Retail Pork  19.86 ‐0.01 51.79 46.35  0.039%
    Wholesale Pork   4.97 ‐0.09 13.32 12.04  0.019%
    Slaughter Hog  3.16 ‐0.18 6.58 6.21  0.010%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  27.78 ‐0.28 72.07 65.44  0.027%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  1.21 ‐0.01 1.31 1.37  0.034%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.18 ‐0.01 ‐0.75 ‐0.54  ‐0.033%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.41 ‐0.05 ‐2.90 ‐2.34  ‐0.149%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐2.56 ‐0.08 ‐9.44 ‐8.11  ‐0.465%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐1.59 ‐0.15 ‐11.66 ‐9.63  ‐0.107%
    Retail Poultry  64.22 0.01 126.70 115.24  0.063%
    Wholesale Poultry  35.84 0.01 86.62 78.42  0.044%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  100.56 0.02 213.67 193.17  0.054%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  ‐335.18 ‐8.67 ‐1,512.80 ‐1,286.46  ‐0.164%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐190.12 ‐0.76 ‐563.57 ‐499.46  ‐0.154%
    Retail Pork  7.01 ‐0.07 23.46 20.52  0.010%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐2.76 ‐0.02 ‐8.97 ‐7.90  ‐0.169%
    Retail Imported Lamb  3.81 0.02 10.81 9.56  0.107%
    Retail Poultry  2.68 0.06 32.94 27.77  0.007%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐19.00 ‐0.21 ‐242.15 ‐205.58  ‐0.069%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐64.02 ‐1.09 ‐383.90 ‐326.55  ‐0.196%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐245.81 ‐3.04 ‐858.36 ‐745.70  ‐0.376%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐253.96 ‐5.97 ‐843.38 ‐736.59  ‐0.466%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐588.54 ‐10.28 ‐2,303.37 ‐1,967.53  ‐0.428%
    Retail Pork  25.44 ‐0.08 63.81 57.33  0.048%
    Wholesale Pork   5.71 ‐0.39 11.10 10.54  0.017%
    Slaughter Hog  2.69 ‐0.80 ‐2.31 ‐0.53  ‐0.001%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  33.92 ‐1.27 72.10 67.63  0.028%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  1.98 ‐0.01 2.01 2.10  0.053%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.29 ‐0.02 ‐1.34 ‐0.93  ‐0.057%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.70 ‐0.09 ‐5.00 ‐4.01  ‐0.256%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐4.45 ‐0.14 ‐16.31 ‐14.05  ‐0.809%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐2.85 ‐0.26 ‐20.40 ‐16.84  ‐0.187%
    Retail Poultry  73.02 0.01 159.98 145.24  0.079%
    Wholesale Poultry  52.30 ‐0.02 123.58 112.07  0.064%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  125.39 ‐0.01 282.19 256.42  0.071%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  ‐434.81 ‐11.92 ‐1,968.97 ‐1,677.80  ‐0.212%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐240.60 ‐0.97 ‐717.43 ‐636.20  ‐0.197%
    Retail Pork  5.89 ‐0.39 17.47 15.79  0.008%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐4.76 ‐0.03 ‐15.42 ‐13.55  ‐0.292%
    Retail Imported Lamb  6.36 0.03 18.12 16.13  0.180%
    Retail Poultry  ‐1.10 0.07 31.55 26.15  0.006%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐30.20 2.93 ‐1.52 ‐17.31  ‐0.006%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐68.74 12.24 30.92 0.03  0.000%
    Slaughter Cattle  5.06 63.78 1,351.71 1,036.81  0.521%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐45.69 39.45 734.71 549.05  0.348%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐138.21 118.54 2,086.42 1,549.37  0.334%
    Retail Pork  23.34 ‐0.34 34.11 32.91  0.027%
    Wholesale Pork   5.80 ‐0.41 3.06 4.23  0.007%
    Slaughter Hog  3.24 ‐0.58 ‐3.32 ‐1.45  ‐0.002%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  32.65 ‐1.34 34.33 35.80  0.015%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  1.29 ‐0.01 1.20 1.26  0.032%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.19 ‐0.01 ‐0.77 ‐0.54  ‐0.033%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.41 ‐0.06 ‐3.02 ‐2.43  ‐0.155%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐2.67 ‐0.09 ‐9.87 ‐8.49  ‐0.486%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐1.62 ‐0.16 ‐12.29 ‐10.05  ‐0.112%
    Retail Poultry  63.97 ‐0.09 99.25 92.60  0.051%
    Wholesale Poultry  46.19 ‐0.12 74.36 69.73  0.040%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  109.26 ‐0.21 175.31 164.63  0.046%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  3.81 116.86 2,324.13 1,759.07  0.220%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐235.72 11.45 ‐287.45 ‐295.96  ‐0.089%
    Retail Pork  6.99 ‐0.78 0.91 2.81  0.001%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐2.88 ‐0.02 ‐9.29 ‐8.15  ‐0.176%
    Retail Imported Lamb  4.02 0.01 10.86 9.69  0.109%
    Retail Poultry  0.73 ‐0.61 2.60 3.80  0.001%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐56.41 5.23 ‐10.36 ‐38.50  ‐0.012%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐123.58 21.88 54.32 0.12  0.001%
    Slaughter Cattle  11.83 114.15 2,433.58 1,859.36  0.931%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐79.52 70.62 1,325.44 990.92  0.626%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐245.90 212.12 3,762.88 2,811.65  0.598%
    Retail Pork  41.02 ‐0.60 59.08 57.48  0.047%
    Wholesale Pork   10.24 ‐0.71 5.36 7.50  0.012%
    Slaughter Hog  5.79 ‐1.00 ‐5.54 ‐2.32  ‐0.004%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  57.41 ‐2.33 60.85 62.75  0.025%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  2.17 ‐0.01 2.02 2.13  0.053%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.31 ‐0.02 ‐1.29 ‐0.92  ‐0.056%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.69 ‐0.09 ‐5.04 ‐4.07  ‐0.259%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐4.45 ‐0.14 ‐16.43 ‐14.17  ‐0.811%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐2.68 ‐0.27 ‐20.47 ‐16.74  ‐0.186%
    Retail Poultry  112.46 ‐0.17 173.48 161.91  0.088%
    Wholesale Poultry  80.92 ‐0.21 129.64 122.19  0.070%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  192.30 ‐0.39 307.75 287.38  0.081%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  4.87 209.20 4,185.69 3,151.34  0.395%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐417.47 20.45 ‐503.34 ‐518.74  ‐0.157%
    Retail Pork  12.45 ‐1.38 1.78 5.17  0.002%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐4.80 ‐0.04 ‐15.49 ‐13.59  ‐0.294%
    Retail Imported Lamb  6.77 0.01 18.29 16.22  0.182%
    Retail Poultry  1.04 ‐1.09 3.07 5.67  0.001%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐97.64 8.49 ‐38.12 ‐77.89  ‐0.025%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐203.37 35.60 85.73 0.00  0.003%
    Slaughter Cattle  20.52 185.95 3,981.41 3,050.59  1.516%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐118.11 114.85 2,199.96 1,653.58  1.035%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐391.73 345.35 6,157.61 4,605.85  0.974%
    Retail Pork  64.97 ‐0.96 93.07 90.04  0.074%
    Wholesale Pork   16.35 ‐1.08 8.91 12.33  0.019%
    Slaughter Hog  9.32 ‐1.49 ‐6.98 ‐2.37  ‐0.004%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  91.06 ‐3.53 97.66 100.29  0.041%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  3.12 ‐0.02 2.93 3.07  0.077%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.44 ‐0.03 ‐1.81 ‐1.29  ‐0.078%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.97 ‐0.13 ‐7.06 ‐5.71  ‐0.362%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐6.22 ‐0.20 ‐22.97 ‐19.84  ‐1.140%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐3.66 ‐0.38 ‐28.47 ‐23.32  ‐0.260%
    Retail Poultry  176.85 ‐0.27 269.25 253.43  0.138%
    Wholesale Poultry  127.59 ‐0.34 201.14 190.73  0.108%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  303.22 ‐0.63 474.72 450.05  0.125%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  0.13 340.96 6,839.39 5,137.32  0.645%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐672.63 33.23 ‐797.74 ‐828.12  ‐0.251%
    Retail Pork  20.49 ‐2.16 4.10 9.36  0.005%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐6.75 ‐0.06 ‐21.77 ‐19.06  ‐0.413%
    Retail Imported Lamb  9.71 0.02 26.04 23.21  0.258%
    Retail Poultry  1.74 ‐1.78 2.59 7.03  0.002%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐152.99 12.64 ‐63.64 ‐119.91  ‐0.040%
    Wholesale Beef  ‐304.27 53.05 137.92 0.10  0.005%
    Slaughter Cattle  52.38 277.81 6,008.17 4,620.69  2.267%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐156.02 171.75 3,343.75 2,548.64  1.576%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐550.50 515.97 9,356.81 6,972.44  1.491%
    Retail Pork  93.73 ‐1.41 132.20 129.03  0.105%
    Wholesale Pork   23.79 ‐1.52 13.07 18.23  0.029%
    Slaughter Hog  13.78 ‐2.03 ‐8.09 ‐2.03  ‐0.003%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  132.09 ‐4.96 140.17 146.62  0.059%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  4.28 ‐0.02 4.01 4.19  0.105%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.59 ‐0.04 ‐2.45 ‐1.73  ‐0.106%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐1.30 ‐0.18 ‐9.54 ‐7.70  ‐0.489%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐8.38 ‐0.27 ‐30.98 ‐26.75  ‐1.542%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐4.86 ‐0.51 ‐38.35 ‐31.43  ‐0.350%
    Retail Poultry  254.64 ‐0.41 384.13 362.24  0.197%
    Wholesale Poultry  183.07 ‐0.50 286.19 270.96  0.154%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  437.48 ‐0.93 671.78 644.10  0.178%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  16.98 509.76 10,371.26 7,771.57  0.973%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐978.47 49.47 ‐1,115.11 ‐1,179.58  ‐0.359%
    Retail Pork  30.41 ‐3.11 7.55 14.68  0.007%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐9.12 ‐0.08 ‐29.34 ‐25.72  ‐0.558%
    Retail Imported Lamb  13.22 0.02 35.39 31.56  0.350%
    Retail Poultry  2.70 ‐2.66 1.23 7.55  0.002%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  159.83 42.03 1,087.40 879.42  0.296%
    Wholesale Beef  6.44 32.41 429.18 321.71  0.194%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐88.76 35.17 279.12 173.08  0.087%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐110.18 20.40 43.21 0.25  0.000%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐26.33 130.56 1,826.45 1,351.20  0.290%
    Retail Pork  26.11 0.02 64.67 58.29  0.049%
    Wholesale Pork   6.57 ‐0.18 14.46 13.44  0.021%
    Slaughter Hog  3.76 ‐0.44 3.90 4.45  0.007%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  36.81 ‐0.61 84.14 76.84  0.031%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  1.31 ‐0.01 1.44 1.46  0.037%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.19 ‐0.01 ‐0.74 ‐0.52  ‐0.032%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.42 ‐0.06 ‐2.97 ‐2.40  ‐0.153%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐2.67 ‐0.08 ‐9.79 ‐8.48  ‐0.484%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐1.60 ‐0.16 ‐11.98 ‐9.84  ‐0.110%
    Retail Poultry  70.77 0.03 148.47 135.65  0.074%
    Wholesale Poultry  51.17 0.02 115.56 105.71  0.060%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  122.46 0.05 265.21 241.69  0.067%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  130.96 130.02 2,171.18 1,665.84  0.208%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐18.30 165.56 1,226.25 889.04  0.275%
    Retail Pork  8.25 ‐0.10 23.05 21.01  0.010%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐2.88 ‐0.02 ‐9.23 ‐8.13  ‐0.175%
    Retail Imported Lamb  4.04 0.02 11.24 10.02  0.113%
    Retail Poultry  1.17 0.21 35.25 29.46  0.007%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  279.48 74.19 1,911.99 1,541.71  0.519%
    Wholesale Beef  10.54 57.22 753.83 563.08  0.340%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐156.52 62.09 495.30 305.53  0.153%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐194.86 36.00 82.52 0.28  0.000%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐49.65 230.48 3,214.25 2,380.94  0.509%
    Retail Pork  45.77 0.05 113.69 102.36  0.085%
    Wholesale Pork   11.48 ‐0.31 25.50 23.71  0.038%
    Slaughter Hog  6.63 ‐0.75 7.18 8.07  0.013%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  64.71 ‐1.03 148.21 135.51  0.055%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  2.21 ‐0.01 2.45 2.48  0.062%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.31 ‐0.02 ‐1.24 ‐0.88  ‐0.053%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.69 ‐0.09 ‐4.97 ‐4.01  ‐0.255%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐4.44 ‐0.14 ‐16.30 ‐14.12  ‐0.808%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐2.64 ‐0.26 ‐19.88 ‐16.36  ‐0.182%
    Retail Poultry  123.63 0.06 259.81 237.56  0.129%
    Wholesale Poultry  89.45 0.03 202.34 184.93  0.106%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  214.64 0.09 464.69 422.48  0.118%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  227.14 229.58 3,823.71 2,931.10  0.366%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐32.68 292.21 2,165.64 1,567.45  0.484%
    Retail Pork  14.53 ‐0.16 41.07 37.15  0.018%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐4.81 ‐0.03 ‐15.40 ‐13.56  ‐0.292%
    Retail Imported Lamb  6.78 0.03 18.96 16.88  0.189%
    Retail Poultry  1.79 0.37 60.76 50.75  0.012%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  435.74 117.62 3,002.55 2,425.91  0.813%
    Wholesale Beef  12.95 90.76 1,174.01 869.84  0.525%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐254.26 98.50 774.75 467.24  0.239%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐306.89 56.79 139.24 2.93  0.002%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐95.12 365.27 5,079.13 3,722.43  0.797%
    Retail Pork  72.03 0.09 178.92 161.23  0.134%
    Wholesale Pork   18.12 ‐0.44 41.22 38.24  0.061%
    Slaughter Hog  10.54 ‐1.09 13.13 14.33  0.023%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  102.34 ‐1.46 237.68 216.00  0.087%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  3.16 ‐0.01 3.62 3.63  0.091%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.44 ‐0.03 ‐1.74 ‐1.21  ‐0.073%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.96 ‐0.13 ‐6.94 ‐5.61  ‐0.357%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐6.21 ‐0.20 ‐22.89 ‐19.73  ‐1.136%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐3.60 ‐0.37 ‐27.59 ‐22.75  ‐0.253%
    Retail Poultry  193.79 0.09 407.94 371.49  0.202%
    Wholesale Poultry  139.65 0.05 317.04 288.96  0.165%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  335.59 0.14 729.25 660.50  0.183%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  339.25 364.07 6,015.21 4,590.61  0.574%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐58.00 463.28 3,412.97 2,466.01  0.758%
    Retail Pork  23.35 ‐0.20 66.80 60.30  0.029%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐6.75 ‐0.05 ‐21.58 ‐19.01  ‐0.411%
    Retail Imported Lamb  9.72 0.04 27.26 24.20  0.269%
    Retail Poultry  2.81 0.57 95.13 79.52  0.019%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  616.55 167.83 4,250.25 3,429.40  1.148%
    Wholesale Beef  15.95 129.52 1,661.31 1,235.50  0.746%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐369.21 140.54 1,102.82 667.72  0.335%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐440.14 80.88 197.89 0.06  0.000%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐150.22 521.09 7,226.74 5,284.86  1.126%
    Retail Pork  102.79 0.15 255.37 229.25  0.191%
    Wholesale Pork   25.92 ‐0.57 60.01 55.54  0.088%
    Slaughter Hog  15.14 ‐1.44 20.56 21.72  0.035%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  146.34 ‐1.90 343.24 312.25  0.125%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  4.32 ‐0.02 4.99 4.98  0.125%
    Wholesale Lamb  0.59 ‐0.04 ‐2.38 ‐1.64  ‐0.100%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐1.30 ‐0.18 ‐9.37 ‐7.56  ‐0.482%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐8.37 ‐0.27 ‐30.83 ‐26.58  ‐1.537%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐4.80 ‐0.50 ‐37.10 ‐30.46  ‐0.340%
    Retail Poultry  275.25 0.13 577.44 526.37  0.287%
    Wholesale Poultry  197.59 0.07 450.60 410.42  0.234%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  475.87 0.20 1,034.46 938.56  0.259%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  469.28 519.52 8,564.25 6,516.81  0.811%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  ‐86.04 661.04 4,863.54 3,504.80  1.074%
    Retail Pork  33.96 ‐0.22 97.99 88.16  0.042%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐9.12 ‐0.06 ‐29.12 ‐25.61  ‐0.556%
    Retail Imported Lamb  13.25 0.05 37.00 32.88  0.365%
    Retail Poultry  4.08 0.81 135.43 113.67  0.027%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  81.15 5.65 149.22 127.93  0.044%
    Wholesale Beef  137.13 17.23 206.45 178.55  0.109%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐224.97 ‐49.52 ‐2,143.71 ‐1,741.23  ‐0.886%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐107.97 ‐53.86 ‐1,517.87 ‐1,191.51  ‐0.757%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐110.71 ‐80.59 ‐3,222.91 ‐2,561.19  ‐0.560%
    Retail Pork  ‐8.96 0.20 ‐4.57 ‐5.96  ‐0.005%
    Wholesale Pork   ‐3.06 0.13 ‐0.41 ‐1.13  ‐0.002%
    Slaughter Hog  ‐1.91 0.13 0.52 ‐0.14  0.000%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  ‐14.25 0.47 ‐4.76 ‐7.40  ‐0.003%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐0.13 0.00 ‐0.10 ‐0.11  ‐0.003%
    Wholesale Lamb  ‐0.01 0.00 0.00 ‐0.01  0.000%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00  0.000%
    Feeder Lamb  0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01  0.001%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐0.16 0.00 ‐0.08 ‐0.10  ‐0.001%
    Retail Poultry  ‐33.70 0.08 ‐34.14 ‐33.36  ‐0.018%
    Wholesale Poultry  ‐18.85 0.13 ‐13.56 ‐15.10  ‐0.008%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  ‐52.98 0.22 ‐49.66 ‐49.82  ‐0.014%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  ‐182.00 ‐79.93 ‐3,290.08 ‐2,645.07  ‐0.336%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  127.74 ‐15.13 ‐95.66 ‐31.46  ‐0.010%
    Retail Pork  ‐4.16 0.68 5.79 3.07  0.001%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  0.03 0.00 0.09 0.07  0.002%
    Retail Imported Lamb  ‐0.24 0.01 ‐0.13 ‐0.16  ‐0.002%
    Retail Poultry  ‐1.31 0.82 16.69 11.54  0.003%













Run  Cumulative Value  Of Total 
million dollars 
Producer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  202.60 14.12 361.48 312.37  0.107%
    Wholesale Beef  342.05 42.93 496.71 435.20  0.269%
    Slaughter Cattle  ‐562.08 ‐123.66 ‐5,350.27 ‐4,344.00  ‐2.239%
    Feeder Cattle  ‐269.85 ‐134.15 ‐3,710.58 ‐2,954.39  ‐1.895%
      Total Beef Producer Surplus  ‐277.28 ‐200.91 ‐8,045.22 ‐6,391.45  ‐1.407%
    Retail Pork  ‐22.41 0.49 ‐11.42 ‐14.89  ‐0.013%
    Wholesale Pork   ‐7.65 0.31 ‐1.03 ‐2.83  ‐0.004%
    Slaughter Hog  ‐4.77 0.33 1.29 ‐0.36  ‐0.001%
       Total Pork Producer Surplus  ‐35.63 1.17 ‐11.88 ‐18.37  ‐0.008%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  ‐0.33 0.00 ‐0.25 ‐0.27  ‐0.007%
    Wholesale Lamb  ‐0.04 0.00 ‐0.01 ‐0.02  ‐0.001%
    Slaughter Lamb  ‐0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01  0.001%
    Feeder Lamb  ‐0.01 0.00 0.04 0.02  0.001%
      Total Lamb Producer Surplus  ‐0.40 0.01 ‐0.20 ‐0.25  ‐0.003%
    Retail Poultry  ‐84.24 0.19 ‐85.26 ‐83.36  ‐0.046%
    Wholesale Poultry  ‐47.13 0.34 ‐33.90 ‐37.74  ‐0.021%
        Total Poultry Producer Surplus  ‐132.45 0.55 ‐124.14 ‐124.43  ‐0.035%
Total Meat Producer Surplus  ‐455.09 ‐199.20 ‐8,212.58 ‐6,601.83  ‐0.843%
Consumer Surplus 
    Retail Beef  319.68 ‐37.82 ‐229.16 ‐74.61  ‐0.023%
    Retail Pork  ‐10.40 1.70 14.46 7.68  0.004%
    Retail Domestic Lamb  0.08 0.01 0.22 0.18  0.004%
    Retail Imported Lamb  ‐0.61 0.02 ‐0.32 ‐0.40  ‐0.004%
    Retail Poultry  ‐3.29 2.05 41.73 28.84  0.007%
Total Meat Consumer Surplus  302.99 ‐34.02 ‐172.92 ‐44.58  ‐0.004%
 
